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BoardMaker is a powerful software tool which provides a convenient and fast method of designing printed circuit boards. Engineers worldwide have discovered that it provides an unparalleled price performance advantage over other PC-based and dedicated design systems by integrating sophisticated graphical editors and CAM outputs at an affordable price.

In the new version V2.40, full consideration has been given to allow designers to continue using their existing schematic capture package as a front end to BoardMaker. Even powerful facilities such as Top Down Modification, Component renumber and Back Annotation have been accommodated to provide overall design integrity between your schematic package and BoardMaker. Equally, powerful features are included to ensure that users who do not have schematic capture software can still take full advantage of BoardMaker's net capabilities.

BoardMaker V2.40 is a remarkable £295.00 (ex. carriage & VAT) and includes 3 months FREE software updates and full telephone technical support.

BoardRouter is a new integrated gridless autoroute module which overcomes the limitations normally associated with autorouting. YOU specify the track width, via size and design rules for individual nets, BoardRouter then routes the board based on these settings in the same way you would route it yourself manually.

This ability allows you to autoroute mixed technology designs (SMD, analogue, digital, power switching etc) in ONE PASS while respecting ALL design rules.

No worrying about whether tracks will fit between pins. If the track widths and clearances allow, BoardRouter will automatically place 1, 2 or even 3 tracks between pins.

You can freely pre-route any tracks manually using BoardMaker prior to autorouting. Whilst autorouting you can pan and zoom to inspect the routes placed, interrupt it, manually modify the layout and resume autorouting.

BoardRouter is priced at £295.00, which includes 3 months FREE software updates and full telephone technical support. BoardMaker and BoardRouter can be bought together for only £495.00. (ex. carriage & VAT)

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 0DJ UK
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

All trademarks acknowledged
This month...

The bad thing about the British summer, apart from the weather of course, is that everyone goes on holiday. This means that even the best laid plans can go astray. In the next month box last month (if that makes any sense) I mentioned that we would be looking at the ION camera from Canon and the technology behind image scanners. Unfortunately, due to various people being on holiday, none of the items mentioned were available so we were unable to look at them – hopefully they will appear in the near future.

Having looked at a number of CAD systems over the past few months, PE seems to have gained something of a reputation for being a CAD Mag. As an alternative to a straight ‘review’ Andrew Armstrong describes some of the pitfalls that can be encountered when buying a CAD system. In practice, these can occur when buying almost any kind of software. As Andrew explains, the trick to avoiding them is to be aware they exist and not believe everything you’re told without seeing it in action.

Our main feature this month concerns computer displays. As a demonstration of what is possible with the latest technology, the cover illustration was generated entirely on computer. It uses the well known Mandelbrot Set as the basis for the patterns with only the ‘artistic’ arrangement of the objects being left to the human touch.

Kenn Garroch, Editor
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Wavelengths

If you have any comments, suggestions, subjects you think should be aired, write to PE

On reading PE October issue page five, Wavelengths, Mr. F J Trowman requests help with an electronic organ problem. Might I suggest that he contacts the Electronic Organ Constructors Society, Trevor Hawkins, 23 Blenheim Road, St. Albans, Hertfordshire, AL1 4NS, Tel. 0727 57344. Send a self-stamped addressed envelope if writing, the society publishes a very useful magazine a number of times a year.

D J Brown
Coventry
W Midlands
The society publishes its magazine four times a year and costs £1.50 to join plus £9.50 for a years membership.

Cover Bother
I have noticed that the cover of PE has been getting a lot more lively over the past few months. Actually, lively is rather an understatement where the October issue is concerned. What I would like to know is how they are produced. They are not photographs, as far as I can see, and for pieces of artwork, they are very precise. How is it done?

L Dobbs
Worthing
East Sussex
The September cover picture was drawn with a CAD art package on a Macintosh computer, in black and white. The colours where added with the aid of a process colour book and the image placed onto the DTP page layout along with the text and logos. The October picture was produced in a similar way but used a computer generated background. The current issue was also produced directly from a computer but using a fractal program. PE aims to be at the forefront of technology not just in its content but also in the way it is produced - apart from How It Works, pretty well all of the illustrations are drawn with a CAD system.

Cable On The Right Road
What's all this about cable TV not happening in the UK? (Barry Fox PE October 91). They have been digging the road up down my street for the past week and the signs say that the inconvenience is due to cable TV installation. In addition, there are now some pretty big poster ads going up trying to promote the thing. It looks as though cable is not as dead as it's supposed to be.

R J Clarke
London
SW4

What Diagram?
In your article about the MOSCODE amplifier in September's PE, I noticed a reference to a Fig. 5. I'm sure other reader's must have noticed that there isn't one so how about reprinting it as you obviously forgot it accidentally.

K Smith
Dover
Kent

Apologies for missing out the diagram. Unfortunately, it is impossible to put it in now as it is so big (a whole page). If anyone would like a copy please write to PE enclosing a SAE and marking your letter Amp Diagram. We'll get one to you as soon as possible.

More Moscode
Thank you for the interesting and informative project in the September PE. I'm referring to the high power amplifier design. I would like to get hold of a full kit of parts from Hobtek but you didn't print their telephone number. Could you help out?

L Ashby
Kings Lyn
Norfolk
Hobtek can be contacted on 0903 726 083

All Weather Video
After reading Barry Fox's "Video's In The Rain" in the September issue, I would like to, make one point about video rental shops which he seems to have missed. A number of the films I hire are not shown on satellite and are unlikely to ever be shown. I won't be able to use any fancy simple button press to view them so I suppose I'll have to go out into the weather and borrow them.

J Brown
Manchester
As far as I know, BSkyB shows most of the new movies as soon as they are finished with the cinema circuit. Unfortunately, it may not show any minority interest films or those which were never really suitable for showing on the cinema or TV.

Intelligent Address
As a founder member of the recently formed Hyperdyne Synthetic Systems Group (primarily involved in the research and development of cyborg implants and whole android systems) and a long time admirer of your publication, I was very interested to see Neural Systems appear in your pages. I was especially interested in the NT404 NISP development package from Neural Technologies. I have endeavoured to find a company contact address or the distributor of the package, to no avail. Can you help?

Paul Benham
Derry
Northern Ireland
We've had a number of enquiries about this so an address is definitely called for. Neural Technologies can be contacted at:
7a Lavant St
Petersfield
Hants
GU32 3EL
Tel. 0730 60256
Fax 0730 60466
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On the 2nd November, the Secretary of State for Defence, the Rt. Hon. Tom King MP announced that the British Navy's new helicopter, the Merlin, was to be the EH101 produced by Westland and Agusta in association with IBM.

The EH101 was originally designed by Westland and its Italian partner Agusta. After signing an agreement in 1979 to develop a helicopter to meet the demands of the 1990s, the EH101 has now flown 1220 hours with some 1290 mission flights. All of the major avionics and dynamics tests have been completed and the commitment from the British Government now means that production can get underway.

All of the hardware for the machine will be built in Europe with 98% of the programme being placed with the UK and Italian manufacturers. IBM will be using its previous experience gained on similar programmes in the US where it developed advanced computer simulators, systems proving and operational trials of anti-submarine systems.

The EH101 is designed to be operated in one of three formats, Utility featuring a rear door, Heliliner seating up to 30 passengers and the Naval variant, now known as the Merlin. All three use advanced composite materials and sport three engines. The rotors are made from fibre reinforced and metal components with each of the five blades having up to 35% increased efficiency compared to conventional blades.

On the electronics side, the active vibration control system uses a microprocessor controlled actuator to reduce airframe vibration by an average of 70%. The avionics uses digital databuses with an automatic flight control system offering autopilot and automatic stabilisation. The pilot operates the aircraft via high resolution CRT displays that provide information on a "need to know" basis.

Cable TV Stats
Anyone who has noticed the street being dug up outside their homes will probably have realised that cable TV is here, or will be soon. Others may be unaware of the coming viewing revolution.

A survey commissioned by the Independent Television Commission (ITC) shows that awareness is on the rise with interest in subscribing expressed by nearly half (48%) of those questioned. 10% already subscribe and 38% say they would subscribe if the price were right. This is a slight improvement over the 43% interest announced a year ago.

The survey was based on a sample 1004 people and supplemented by a sample of 404 subscribers to cable or satellite who were asked about the services they receive. Only 67% of those...
questioned had heard of cable TV compared with the 94% who had heard of new television channels.

The main reason given for not getting cable TV installed was usually the high cost. The next two most popular reasons were that those questioned didn't watch enough TV to make it worthwhile and that they were satisfied with the current services supplied by the mainstream broadcast channels, BBC, ITV and Channel 4.

Adding value to the cable package proved to be something of a winner. Of those questioned, 34% said that they would be more likely to subscribe if a telephone service could be provided as well. The most appealing aspect of this service was a reduction in telephone bills with guaranteed fault repair in 4 hours, itemised bills and call waiting (knowing that another call is coming through) also quite popular.

When asked about the 16 different television channels available on cable, only some of which are available on satellite, the top five were Discovery Channel (cable only) Sky Movies Plus, Sky News, The Movie Channel and CNN (cable only).

**RM On The Move**

Research Machines, makers of the Nimbus PC has just announced the launch of a range of notebook computers. The RM NB100 is an 8086 based machine that is just over one inch thick and weighs 3.5lbs. It has a 1.44Mb, 3.5in floppy, 1Mb of RAM, a CGA compatible LCD (640 x 200 pixels) and MS-DOS on silicon disk. Priced at £599 it offers a relatively cheap entry into portable computing that is PC compatible.

The RM NB200 and RM NB220 are based on the popular 80286 microprocessor. With a clock speed of 12MHz, 1.9in thick and weighing under 7lbs with 1Mb of memory and a double super twist backlit VGA screen (640 x 480 with 32 grey levels) they are fully AT compatible.

Expansion options include a VGA monitor, mouse port, serial and parallel interfaces, external keyboard connector, external diskette connector and bus port. Optional extras are a 20Mb hard disk (standard on the NB220).
which is supplied complete with Windows version 3.

The top of the range, NB340 offers the same features as the NB200 but with an 80386SX processor and a 40Mb hard disk.

Prices start at £1199 (£949) for the NB200, £1499 (£1199) for the NB220 and £1699 (£1399) for the NB340 – figures in brackets are available to further and higher education purchasers.

RM’s main market for the machines is hoped to be in the education area where it is already one of the leading PC suppliers. However, the current wide availability and performance competition from the many other companies producing laptops could mean that RM’s current prices will have to fall.

Tiny PCs
The Tiny is the world's smallest desktop microcomputer measuring 210mm x 73mm x 133mm. Available in three formats, the bottom of the range is the TC1 which sports a 10MHz V30, a single floppy disk drive, serial, parallel, games, mouse and video ports, 81 key keyboard, PAL modulator, CGA Hercules compatibility, DR-DOS 5 plus four pieces of bundled software, Mini Word, Banner programme, puzzle and clock, all for £299. The next machine up is the TC2 which has the same specifications as the TC1 but has an extra floppy drive and is priced at £349.

The top of the range is the TC3 which is the same as the TC1 and TC2 except that it has a 80286 running at 12MHz, 1Mb of memory, 3.5in floppy and 40Mb hard disk drives and is priced at £599.

The manufacturers, Tiny Computers, of 33 Ormside Way, Holmthorp Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2LW, Tel. 0737 779511, also market a range of building block computers allowing OEMs to make up machines with a choice of processors - 286, 386SX/DX and 486 - video cards and disk drives. Prices start at £249 for the 12MHz BB286 and rise to £999 for the BB486/25 cache.

Public Science
Extending the understanding of science to the general public has been the aim of COPUS since its inception in 1985. The Committee on the Public Understanding of Science recently announced its latest five year plan in which it identifies the following challenges.

Persuading funding bodies to make public understanding of science a required and rewarded element in academic institutions.

Encouraging scientists and engineers to go on media training courses. Extending science coverage in print and broadcasting media, for example women's magazines, chat shows and soap operas.

Working with women's groups, recognising that public understanding of science issues are particularly pertinent to women.

Developing plans for a Science in Art Festival. Continuing the Science Book Prizes, run jointly with the Science Museum and now in its second year of sponsorship by Rhône-Poulenc.

A booklet setting out these aims, COPUS Looks Forward: the next five years, is available free from Jill Nelson, COPUS Executive Committee c/o The Royal Society, 6 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, Tel 071 839 5561 ext 226.
The most important addition you will make to your TOOLKIT

If electronics is your hobby or your livelihood there’s no doubt about it. As New Computer Express said: “The Electronics Repair Manual is a complete reference in itself. On its own it would be worth the £44.95 asking price. The supplements that are already available and those planned make it an absolute necessity.”

We couldn’t have put it better ourselves.

The Manual contains over 800 pages packed with valuable information on the ins and outs of repairing and maintaining everything from your TV, Hi-Fi Amplifier, Radio and Video, right through to your Personal Computer. Information that’s easy-to-follow, as each topic is lavishly illustrated and layed out with simple step-by-step instructions, backed up by a clear and comprehensive index.

Contingent updating means you’re never outpaced by technology. Every two or three months you’ll receive supplements for your manual, guaranteeing that the Electronics Repair Manual remains the most comprehensive reference source available.

If you’re involved in electronics, how can you be without it? To receive your copy on 10 days Free Approval, just complete the coupon below or ring FREEPHONE.

ORDER FORM — SEND NO MONEY

To: WEKA Publishing Limited FREEPOST
The Forum 74-80 Camden Street London NW1 1YW Tel: 071-388 8400
FREEPHONE 24hr Order hotline. Use your credit card on 0800 289762

YES please send me immediately on 10 days free approval THE ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUAL
(Order No 12800). If I decide to keep the manual, I shall then pay only £44.95 plus £5.50 postage and packing at the end of the 10 day approval period. I shall also receive the appropriate Updating Supplements throughout the year, priced at £22.00 plus £2.50 p&p. These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time (CAPITALS PLEASE)

NAME
ADDRESS
POSTCODE
SIGNATURE

AGE (if under 18)

OVERSEAS ORDERS
All overseas orders have to be prepaid but will be supplied under a Money-back Guarantee of Satisfaction. If you are an overseas customer send no money at this stage but return the complete order form. Upon receipt of this we will issue a pro-forma invoice for you to pay against. Payment must be made in sterling.

WEKA PUBLISHING GROUP
GERMANY AUSTRIA FRANCE ITALY USA NETHERLANDS SWITZERLAND UNITED KINGDOM
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Looking Towards The Future

Ian Poole describes some of the latest advances in electronics technology with a look at a new solar cell design, high quality optical discs and microwave transistors.

The poor efficiency of solar cells has always been a problem making them useable in small and specialised applications. However recent work undertaken in Japan has brought the efficiency of their cells up to a new world record level of 16%. Furthermore it is hoped that in less than a year this might be improved to give efficiencies of around 18%. All of this has been achieved by using polycrystalline silicon coupled with some new techniques.

Normally it was found that a polycrystalline structure would only give a poor level of efficiency because of the many boundaries which existed within it. However by using a number of improvements this structure can now been used to its best advantage.

The first new feature is in the form of form grooves as shown in Fig. 1. Although these are produced mechanically they are just over 100 μm wide and 50 μm deep. By using these grooves the actual surface area available for conversion is significantly increased. In addition to this the distance between the electrode and any point on the surface is reduced and this means that the internal resistance will be lower.

Another advantage of the grooves is that they reduce the reflectivity of the cell. In fact a major problem in any solar cell is that any light which is reflected cannot be converted into useful electrical energy.

The reflectivity of the cell is further reduced by the addition of a new layer. This is made up from magnesium fluoride and titanium oxide and is a great improvement over the traditional single layer as it absorbs more of the light spectrum.

A final improvement has been made by modifying the manufacturing techniques and reducing the size of the front electrode to 45% of the surface area. This gives a small but noticeable increase in the area which can actually collect the light.

![Fig. 1. New high efficiency solar cell.](image)

**Optical Discs**

For some time the problem of low data rates in optical discs has been their major drawback. This appears to be a obstacle of the past now that Sony have introduced their new 3.5 inch erasable drive. This can store up to 128Mb in an erasable magneto-optical form and can access 120Mb from a pre-recorded optical disc of similar format to that of a conventional domestic compact disc.

In order to achieve this outstanding performance several advances have had to be made. The first is the new heads which are used. They are much smaller than any used on previous systems and can detect the polarity of the magneto-optical discs as well as the information in CD format on prerecorded discs.

The other major advance is in the use of a new chip set developed by AMD. It consists of an AM95C96 which has been developed specifically for optical disc control. However, the major speed increase has been achieved by the AM95C94, a specialised error detector. This new chip performs in hardware the specific error detection circuitry needed for optical discs. Previously this was all performed by software and was much slower. This new chip can now correct an erroneous byte in 10μS where the previous software took 0.25 ms.

The disc spins at 3000 rpm giving a data transfer rate of 625 kb per second with a seek time (the time taken to reach a specific point on the disc) of 40 ms.

If prerecorded discs are required, Sony is able to make them up from a re-writable master.
**Transistor Technology**

In the past, Gallium arsenide was thought to be the best material for microwave semiconductor devices. A new type of transistor may be able to change all of this using silicon to take a step forwards in speed and power capabilities.

The new transistor has been developed in France by the Centre National d'Études des Telecommunications. The first samples of the device have a measured frequency of more than 26GHz and computer simulations have indicated that the same techniques can be used to obtain devices with frequencies up to about 100GHz. In addition to this the new transistor can handle currents of up to 100mA giving it a very respectable power handling capacity.

The new device is a form of VMOS FET called a Permeable Base Transistor (PBT). Although it is based around a conventional V structure, a number of alterations have been made as can be seen from Fig. 3.

In fact the basic concept was first used in the mid 1960s in the USA to make bipolar transistors. In these the base was replaced with a thin metallic film to give what was called a metal base transistor. However, the problem encountered in this design was that the electrons used to traverse the base as a result of their momentum and this drastically reduced the efficiency. The solution was a discontinuous base and is applied in the PBT with remarkable results. However, the structure is rather unusual. The device is made from a piece of N+ silicon which has layers of N- and then N+ silicon grown onto it. Then a series of parallel grooves are etched through the top N+ epitaxial layer. After this a thin metal layer is deposited onto the upper surfaces of the silicon. On the tops of the fingers the metalisation acts as the source and in the bottom of the trenches it forms the gate. The underside of the fingers does not receive any metalisation with the result that there is good isolation between the gate and the source. In addition, the metalisation for both the gate and the source can be deposited at the same time and without any screening. This greatly simplifies the fabrication process.

The active region of the device occurs only around the edge of the gate metalisation. As this area is very small (around 150Å) the active region is exceedingly small. The other dimensions of the device are also fairly small which enables the overall frequency response to be maintained.

Apart from the high frequency performance and the current capability there are a number of other advantages to this device. The first is the relative simplicity of the fabrication process. Although it does need several advanced techniques to be used, it should mean that the prices of PBTs ought to be very competitive when full production is reached.

The fact that silicon is used as opposed to gallium arsenide also brings some advantages. One is that the thermal conductivity of silicon is higher than GaAs, and this results in a comparatively high power device. The other arises from the fact that the bulk crystal defects in silicon are lower than in GaAs. This means that silicon is capable of giving a better noise performance.

Although these devices are still in the development stages, it should not be too long before they are seen in use. They are still likely to be expensive, but in view of their potential they should be cheaper than equivalent devices made by other means.
A New Radio Novice Licence From The DTI

Ian Poole describes how, under a new scheme, gaining access to the radio waves is now easier and cheaper than ever before.

On July 25th 1991 seven young people received the first of a new type of amateur radio transmitting licence. The new licence is called the novice licence and was launched at the beginning of 1991. Its aim is to provide a new way into the hobby and it is particularly structured to encourage young people into amateur radio.

What Does It Offer?
The novice licences give access to a wide variety of bands and types of transmission as shown in Fig. 1. There are two classes of licence, Class A which gives access to all the novice bands, and class B which only allows operation on bands above 30 MHz. For both licences power limits are quite low at 3 watts RF output or 5 watts DC input to the final stage. Even so this is quite sufficient to make some respectable contacts especially on the HF bands below 30 MHz where intercontinental contacts are quite possible if a good aerial is used.

There is plenty of scope for experimentation within the licence. There are no restrictions on having to buy factory made equipment. Indeed the training for the licence is set up to encourage home construction. In addition to this a wide variety of modes of transmission are available – Morse, AM, FM, and SSB are all allowed as is data transmission. This is of particular interest because of the new packet radio transmissions which are being widely used by amateurs.

Obtaining The Licence
The object of the training for the new licence is to learn in a practical way. Candidates must satisfactorily complete a practical course run under the auspices of the Radio Society of Great Britain. It consists of a number of work sheets which are all designed to teach a particular aspect of electronics and radio. For example one work sheet may have a soldering task on it whilst another may be on making a contact. The course should take about 30 hours to complete so it is not particularly arduous. The assessment is carried out on a continuous basis and if one section is “failed” then this does not mean

U.K. Novice Licence Bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Types of Transmission Permitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.950 - 2.000</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony, RTTY, Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.565 - 3.585</td>
<td>Morse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.130 - 10.140</td>
<td>Morse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.100 - 21.149</td>
<td>Morse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.100 - 28.190</td>
<td>Morse, RTTY, Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.300 - 28.500</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.620 - 50.760</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.250 - 51.750</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony, Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 - 435</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony, Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240 - 1325</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony, RTTY, Data, Facsimile, SSTV, FSTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 000 - 10 500</td>
<td>Morse, Telephony, RTTY, Data, Facsimile, SSTV, FSTV, FSTV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1

Maximum power 3 Watts RF output or 5 Watts DC input.
that the whole course is failed.

Having successfully completed the course a 90 minute exam has to be passed. This is set by the City and Guilds but it is based on the practical course.

Having reached this far it is possible to obtain a class B licence. If a full class A novice licence is required a simple morse test of 5 words a minute has to be passed. This too is organised by the R.S.G.B.

Bearing in mind the number of young candidates likely to be applying for the novice licence the cost is free to people under 21 years of age. However for older applicants the cost is £15, the same as the ordinary amateur radio licence.

**Callsigns**

A completely new set of callsigns have been started specifically for these licences. Unlike the standard system which starts with the letter G (e.g. G3YWX) the new novice callsigns start with the number 2. This is followed by a letter which indicates the country: E for England; M for Scotland; W for Wales; I for Northern Ireland; D for the Isle of Man; U for Guernsey and J for Jersey. The next character is a numeral which denotes the class of licence. The numbers 0,2,3,4 indicate a class A licence whilst 1,5,6,7,8 indicate a class B licence. Following this are three letters which make the callsign unique and are issued in strict alphabetical sequence. For example a class B licence in Scotland might be 2M8CCN.

**Where To Get It**

A number of people have fought long and hard to have this new licence introduced. Now it has arrived there is the possibility of many more people being able to access the airwaves.

Information about the Novice Licence can be obtained free of charge by requesting a Novice Pack from the Radio Society of Great Britain, Lambda House, Cranbourne Road, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3JE.

---

**Throw Away Your EPROM BLOWER!**

**E-SYS 128**

**ADVANCED ROM INTERFACE AND EMULATION SYSTEM**

E-Sys 128 links the parallel (Centronics) port of your computer to the ROM socket in the target machine quickly, efficiently, conveniently to mimic up to 128k of 8 bit ROM with a download of under two seconds (measured on 286 12mHZ PC).

- Parallel input allows attachment to a wide variety of host computers.
- 32 pin header output replaces up to 128K ROM per socket.
- Chain capability enables mimicking of multiples of 128K ROMs.
- True, fully portable ROM emulation provided by trickle charged Ni-Cd battery backup to enable E-Sys 128 to retain data even after the host and/or target is disconnected.
- Communication facility from target back to host to enable verification of data transfer.
- Target machine can relay data back to host during execution via pseudo RAM locations.

Order today and pay by cheque
Barclaycard or Access card
Free data sheet and technical description
Phone: (0235) 832939
Fax: (0235) 881039

---

**21ST CENTURY ELECTRONICS**

(division of 21st Century Entertainment Ltd)

56B Milton Park Abingdon Oxfordshire OX14 4RX
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Silicon Valley

TI, Exel And National Semiconductor

This month's valley looks at quick analogue to digital convertors, safety conscious EEPROMs and clever power drivers.

One of the penalties of high speed integrated circuits is usually high power consumption. This is especially true of "flash" analogue to digital convertors (ADC). Able to make 8-bit conversions at up to 20 million samples per second (MSPS), the ADC 0881 from National Semiconductor, featured in last month's valley is especially power hungry. An alternative, also from Nat Semi, is the ADC10662/4 which, although not quite as fast, offers a conversion of 10-bits in 466ns while dissipating only 235mW. Using a patented multi-step architecture, the chips are among the fastest of their type available.

Aimed at applications that require high speed with low power consumption, such as medical electronics, portable instrumentation, disk drives and high speed data-acquisition systems, the 10662 features two analogue input channels (with four on the 10664), is pin compatible with the older 10062 and operates from a single 5V supply. Analogue signals up to 250kHz can be digitised accurately without the need for an external sample/hold circuit.

Contact National Semiconductor, C/O Lorenz Minderer GmbH, Att: Mrs Humbert, Raiffeisenstraße 10, D-8016 Feldkirchen, Germany.

Safe EEPROM

Exel Microelectronics recently announced two new CMOS EEPROMS (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) featuring auto increment and Vcc lockout plus low power consumption.

The lockout protection provides protection from inadvertent writes. In noisy environments, the electrical nature of the programming system in an EEPROM means that spikes in the power supplies and write, data lines make the data unreliable. The XL93LC06 and 46 have built in supply voltage sensors which prohibit data alteration whenever the supply is below a safe value.

The auto increment feature allows the chips to output a continuous stream of data in response to a single read instruction. Normal EEPROMs need a read for each address which, in comparison, is slow, specially when a series of consecutive memory locations must be read.

The XL93LC06 has 256 bits of non-volatile memory arranged as 16 registers of 16 bits each. Operation is from a single 5V supply at a maximum of 2mA in active mode and 2µA in standby.

For more information contact Excel Microelectronics PO Box 49038 San José CA 95161-9038 USA.

Intelligent Power

The TPIC2801 is an octal serial peripheral driver from Texas Instruments. Each output has a voltage capability of 30V at 1A with a current limit of 1.4A. The built in protection shuts the device down after an overload of 100µs and notification is available from the serial data output of any channels in trouble.

Available in a 15 pin kV power package, the TTL/CMOS compatible inputs reduce the number of connections needed to a microprocessor system by allowing the data at the output to be input serially.

The TPIC2801 is initially targeted at automotive and industrial systems but should find applications in any area where large drive power is needed.

For more information, contact TI, Freepost, Backhorse Road, London SE4 882.
PSST...
Powerful Software Saves Time!

ANNOUNCING ISIS DESIGNER VERSION II

Our popular range of schematic capture products has been upgraded to give ‘one button’ integration to other CAD software. A special script language allows you to add your own options to the menus so that you can, for example, compile a netlist, convert it to the desired format and then invoke another DOS program all from one menu selection.

Other new features include full network compatibility, sophisticated support for PCB design including automatic property assignment and sheet global net properties, improved editing facilities, a full screen library maintenance tool and much more.

ARES - Advanced Routing

ARES - £275

A netlist based, multi-layer PCB design package that can integrate with ISIS or other schematics software. Includes connectivity checker, design rule checker, power plane generator and automatic back-annotator.

ARES AUTOROUTE - £475

Our new autorouter uses an advanced, multi-strategy algorithm to achieve very high completion rates, yet when driven from ISIS, there is remarkably little setting up to do - Package, Router-Strategy and DRC data can all be read from the netlist.

Budget Price CAD Software

ISIS SUPERSKETCH - from only £69

Our highly popular schematic drawing program is still the only budget package designed specifically for drawing circuit diagrams. It has all the editing features of ISIS DESIGNER and our Graphical User Interface makes it exceptionally easy to learn and use.

Diagrams produced with SUPERSKETCH can be rendered on all common printers/plotters including POSTSCRIPT and graphics export to most DTP and Wordprocessing packages is also possible.

An extended device library containing TTL, CMOS, Memory, Microprocessor and Analogue ICs is available for £30.

PCB II - only £69

An exceptionally easy to use manual PCB drafting package offering most of the features of ARES but without the netlisting capabilities.

PCB II shares the same user interface as ISIS SUPERSKETCH and both packages plus the extended device library are available for just £149.

COMBINATION PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISIS DESIGNER+ &amp; ARES</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS DESIGNER+ &amp; ARES AR</td>
<td>£165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices inc. UK delivery, exc VAT.
When Andrew Armstrong took up PCB computer aided design in earnest he discovered that there were hidden pitfalls for the new user.

Three years ago I came to the conclusion that I needed computer-aided design (CAD) for printed circuit boards to continue my work in electronics design. I have little artistic talent and the increasing complexity of board designs coupled with shorter project timescales made it a matter of necessity rather than economics.

A brief survey of the market suggested that, other than buying a Sun or similar workstation and around £20,000-worth of software, a good alternative was a PC-compatible. The exact choice of computer was left until after I had decided on a software package, to make certain that the computer was adequate for the task.

Connectivity

I needed software which would allow me to draw a circuit diagram on the screen and transfer that information to the layout, so that the tracks would be forced to conform to the circuit diagram.

To transfer the design from schematic to layout, an intermediate stage - the netlist - is required. This is a complete list of all components present, and which pins are connected together. Normally, the program will not allow connection of component groups not joined on the schematic and will verify that all the required connections have been made.

One other important function is available: autorouting. A CAD package with automatic routing calculates the proper path of the connections as well as maintaining a list of what is connected to what. The first advice I had was that autorouting would be unlikely to route the entire track layout, but would probably be able to do most of it.

I reasoned that (for example) a 70% automatically routed board would be quicker to complete than one with no routing. It is interesting to note that a package which generates a netlist from the pin-to-pin layout connections can perform autorouting if a suitable software module is present. It does not matter that the netlist was not generated from a schematic.

In Practice

After visiting exhibitions, reading the literature and attending a number of demonstrations, I made my choice. In order to avoid biasing the reader either in favour of or against the package I bought, I shall use mythical names from now on. This is only meant to be a guide: it’s no good if you don’t do your own research! Anyway, I concluded that RH Layout by Rhamphorynchus was the most suitable package in my price range. At the time, I expected to need pen-plotted or photo-plotted artwork for industrial design, and artwork produced on a dot-matrix printer for published projects. The specification of RHL stated that it would work with any Epson-compatible graphics printer. In possession of this information, I was set to buy it in the full confidence that it would drive my NEC P7 Plus, a 24-pin printer which emulates the Epson LQ850.

Unfortunately, I was wrong. Artwork printouts from RHL on this printer were approximately 30% expanded in height. What the specification meant was that RHL would drive Epson-compatible 9-pin printers.

The other snag was that, though RHL would provide a pen-plotted output, the pen-plotter had to be connected to the computer at the
time. It could not generate a file on disk for plotting by a bureau.

I was told that RHL V2 could generate HPGL files (Hewlett Packard Graphics Language, used by most pen-plotters) on disk, and that a 24-pin printer driver, though not currently available, was under development. On the point of buying RHL V1, I changed course and bought V2.

In the event, the 24-pin printer driver did not materialise, and my need for a disk-based pen-plot file lapsed for different reasons. I found that industrial design artwork was better photoplotted from a Gerber file on disk. The cost of photoplotting was similar to that of pen-plotting and the necessary photography.

User Friendly...

Meanwhile, expecting the 24 pin printer driver to be ready at any time, I set about learning to use the CAD package, with a couple of convenient small jobs to serve as an easy introduction.

All did not run smoothly. First of all, the mouse would not work. I had bought a Tulip computer with built-in mouse interface. The specification of the computer stated that the mouse was Microsoft compatible, and sure enough there was a genuine Microsoft chip on the motherboard. The CAD software, of course, was specified to work with Microsoft compatible mice, bus or serial types.

The man from Rhamphorynchus had the answer: "It won't work because your mouse interface is on the motherboard. If it was on a separate card, or if you used a serial mouse, then all would be well." It happened that the software was written to access the hardware directly, rather than using the computer's system or BIOS. Any item of hardware at a different address from that assumed by the programmers would not work. My Tulip mouse worked with every other piece of software I had tested - but that didn't alter the situation: I had to buy a new pointing device. Instead of a mouse I took the opportunity to buy a high quality trackerball - which I had intended to do, anyway, once I started earning money with software. Now it appeared as a startup cost. The Marconi trackerball, delivered by courier the next day, worked beautifully. That was when my troubles really started.

I had assumed that CAD software would be much like any other software package I had learned to use: do simple jobs with it initially, and learn advanced features gradually as they become relevant. I expected documentation which was poorly indexed, because this is the way of things with computer documentation, but I expected it to tell me everything about the software, eventually.

I found the reality frustrating. Perhaps infuriating would be a better word. I had never used a piece of fully industrial software before, nor anything so complex. Nothing worked in what I imagined to be the logical manner, and the manuals told me what to do, but not what the action was for.

For example, the manual might state that a function key would "enable closely spaced primitives". The same information appeared on the menu. What it actually meant would be something like this: "When drawing or modifying a component outline, it can be difficult to select the correct line from several in a small area. This function steps through each separate line in an area to permit selection of the correct one."

The people on the helpline at Rhamphorynchus UK were efficient and generally well-informed, and their help enabled me to make some progress. The tutorial book was also helpful. This put together the basic
information needed to lay out a PCB, but it did not illustrate anything complex.

Various friends who design software offered me help to make sense of the package. "As user-friendly as a piranha in the bidet", one commented drily. She added that the software had been written as if for use by software programmers, rather than by engineers, and that if I approached it from a different point of view some logic would become apparent.

The 24 pin printer drive continued to be delayed and I had to borrow a 9 pin printer from a contact whenever I needed to make a printout – something of a nuisance.

Then, one day when I enquired, the suppliers had discovered that the printer driver for RHL2 was not being written, and would not be available. By this time I had learned to use the software fairly well, and did not want to change, so I suggested that I could be given the necessary information to write my own printer driver, or failing that to modify the parameter file for an existing driver to make a correctly scaled printout on my 24 pin printer in 9-pin (reduced resolution) mode.

My suppliers made enquiry to the overseas parent company and I was told that this information would be forthcoming. A delay was expected because the programmer was busy with a software update. Then he was on holiday. There was always a good reason for delay. The delay lengthened. Eventually they came back to me with the news that the information would not be given to me – it was the proprietary property of the parent company, and they could not be expected to release it.

During our discussions the supplier had passed on the information that other RHL2 users had asked about a 24 pin printer driver. I now offered to write a printer driver and give the rights to the company, if they gave me the minimum information that would enable me to use my 24 pin printer, but they declined.

I was, by this time at, the end of my wits and I cast about for a solution. In the end I demanded a refund on the software. I had been advised that obtaining a refund from a software supplier was next to impossible, except as a courtesy gesture, because the complexity of industrial software and the difficulty of matching the user's needs exactly to a proprietary package meant that normal grounds for return of goods and refund of payment are very difficult to establish. In the end, Rhamphorynchus offered me an upgrade to RH Layout V3 at a considerably reduced price. RHL3 included a 24 pin printer driver – and several other enhancements as well.

Reasoning that I could obtain no better offer and that even if I obtained a full refund I would have to spend several weeks learning to use a new software package – possibly an inferior one – I accepted. I made the condition that I would only accept delivery and pay for the software when it had been demonstrated to work correctly in all respects on my hardware. The demonstration showed that it did all work, and I upgraded to the top of the RH Layout range.

After learning to use RHL2, and discovering what I found difficult or unhelpful about it, I was pleasantly surprised by RHL3. No longer did I have to draw a schematic as a rats' nest and then add right-angle bends and junction points. No longer did wire or track routing have to be from pin to pin, joins could be made at any point along a connection. Several other aspects of use were improved and, though many of the principles of operation were similar to RHL2, the logic of the software was more...
along the lines needed by an engineer rather than a software programmer.

Poorer but wiser, I now had a CAD package fully suitable for my needs.

**In Use**

Since buying CAD software I have designed ever more complex printed circuit boards, and have paid for annual upgrade packages which have increased the usefulness of the software steadily. Surface mount components are fully supported and "hot keys" permit more rapid switching between functions. I am told that a generic move function, which allows you to move whatever you click the cursor on, is planned. This would considerably speed the final tidying up of a layout. To return to using adhesive tapes and die-cut symbols would now seem like changing from a word processor to a quill pen.

So long as the circuit diagram is correct, it is possible to get a layout "right first time" to the extent that the resulting board could be substantially ready for manufacture.

Designing a board with CAD is quicker than designing it on paper, with the added advantage that once the design is done, plot files must be written to disk, taking perhaps half an hour.

The autorouter, which was most effective on boards consisting mainly of standard-size digital ICs, has gradually fallen behind current requirements. On a recent surface mount design, it declined to route any tracks, even in an area containing only digital ICs. "Board too complex," said the error message.

PCB autorouters now form a specialised field and Rhamphorynchus currently distributes an autorouter on behalf of another company. The router runs under Windows 3, and accepts information from RHL3 in a data export format. The top of the range autorouter package costs about the same as the full CAD package, to wit around £4000. The level 1 software for about £1100 looked good on demonstration, but I shall consider buying an autorouter only if I have a job which is not otherwise practicable.

**Conclusion**

CAD software proved to be a heavy investment, but it allows me to do work which I could not otherwise economically undertake. It is becoming a virtual necessity to use some sort of CAD in electronics design.

Looking back, it might have been better if I had initially bought a low cost CAD package such as (had it been available at the time) the cheapest version of Boardmaker. This would have helped me to discover some of the questions I needed to ask about any CAD package before investing in a full-function one. Whether I would then have decided that a fully suitable package was too expensive for me, or gone ahead to look for such a one, it would have given me longer to survey the market and the market itself longer to develop to meet my need. I may then very well have chosen RHL3, spending more but avoiding some of the anguish with earlier versions of the package.

As for the quality of the package I am using, it is very high. I have heard claims that it is the best on the market in its price range, and that may be true. Certainly I can do all I need to with it, and so far it has been updated (for a substantial annual maintenance charge) to take account of developments in the field. Earth plane generation is easier, surface mount components are better supported, significant improvements have been added and minor snags resolved as they become obvious.

Getting into professional technology is a bit like placing savings in an investment fund or shares: it's a way of getting your money off you, and it is up to you to use your judgment to ensure that you get a reasonable return. If you do - everybody's happy.
Taking Control Of The Home Environment

Ian Burley's goodies this month include some in-flight entertainment, a new in-car navigation system for London and a house control system.

Interest in home automation and control has been riding very high in the US for several years. Unfortunately, not many practical advances have been made, though the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) in the US did formalise a set of home automation standards earlier this year.

Now we're beginning to see some progress. The Californian firm Group III Technologies Inc. has launched its SAMANTHA home automation system. SAMANTHA, believe it or not, is extracted from Security And MANagement Through Home Automation. The Samantha sales slogan is "The Lifestyle You Deserve at the Push of a Button."

Samantha's heart is a multi-buttoned unit looking at first glance like a trendy fax machine with its LCD display and telephone handset. It can't directly behave like a fax machine, but it can be adapted to act as an answering machine. In fact, Samantha relies on the phone rather crucially. Through this link Samantha can monitor up to 15 rooms and many dozens of sensors and controllers as well as be accessible for re-programming or checking anywhere in the world where there's a phone.

The central unit, which is called a Personal Home Director (PHD), is basically a very very smart telephone. The PHD has an emergency call dialer, rechargeable battery back-up, audible synthesised context-sensitive help and 64 programmable macro sequences. Up to 15 rooms can be monitored and controlled by the PHD. In order to do this it must communicate with individual Room Directors via telephone extensions. Each Room Director can be used as an intercom point, but more importantly they each act as a terminal to the PHD, which can be remotely controlled via the Room Director's compact keypad. Room Directors can also be fitted with an optional temperature sensor.

Once you've fitted Room Directors you can proceed to install a selection of sensors, sirens, and appliance control modules. Where access to a phone socket is inconvenient, accessories are linked via radio.

Overall, Samantha can monitor the phone and be reprogrammed remotely from anywhere where another phone is available. It can control lighting, domestic appliances - including the central heating and monitor rooms for
New Products

security. It can dial out and alert the authorities, act as a paging system via the intercom facility. Samantha can remember pre-programmed memos and act as a very sophisticated alarm. It can even forward voice memos nominated phone numbers. And yes, there is a clock/calendar facility too! Some of the example applications suggested for Samantha include heating your morning coffee, keeping tabs on the kids (they can be required to enter a pass-code, say when they get back from school), summoning the family for breakfast via the intercom, and so on.

It’s difficult to evaluate such a system without getting one’s hands on one, but the specifications make for interesting reading. How much does Samantha cost? A starter kit retails for $1495 (£950). That may sound a lot, but isn’t compared to dedicated alarm systems.

Group Three technologies is at 2125-B Madera Road, Simi Valley, CA 93065, Tel.(+44) 805 582 4410.

Fun In The Air

Virgin Atlantic has taken the very positive and forward thinking decision to abandon the old video projection system it and most other airlines have used for years to keep bored airline passengers reasonably occupied with the odd in-flight movie. The replacement is a personal LCD TV monitor, which can access a selection of channels, for every single passenger, including economy class. One of Virgin’s 747s, the Shady Lady, flying the Boston or Newark New Jersey to Gatwick route, has already been fitted out with the new system, provided by Philips subsidiary, Airvision. First class passengers get a large, by LCD standards, six inch screen which is mounted on an adjustable arm from the seat arm-rest. Economy class passengers get either four or five inch screens which are mounted in the seat-back of the seat they face.

Reports received from people who have been lucky enough to fly the new Virgin plane are very encouraging. Picture quality is very good and the channel selection means you’re not stuck with a movie everybody else has to put up with. Virgin’s own research indicates that 96% of passengers
preferred the personal displays. A selection channels are available ranging from a choice of movies to pop videos and a kid’s channel. The rest of Virgin’s fleet of 747s will be refitted with the Airvision system by this time next year. So far Virgin is the only airline to have committed to the new Airvision system, but Airvision’s Pieter Souren expects orders to pick up once the recession is over.

**More Fun In The Air**

Trialled on Qantas Airways and likely to be adopted by progressive airlines any time is the perfect accessory for the Airvision video network. It’s a direct link into the plane’s flight navigation computer. This system has been devised by Asinc Inc. in Tustin California and it’s called the Airshow cabin Video Information System. It can answer those burning mid-flight questions like “How high are we?”, “When will we arrive?”, “Where are we?” and even “Where do I go to catch my connecting flight.” The Airshow display is selectable as any normal inflight channel would be. The default display is a text-only read-out of information so:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time to Destination</th>
<th>4:14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind Speed</td>
<td>53 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside Air Temperature</td>
<td>-55°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Direction</td>
<td>240 deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to Destination</td>
<td>1,143 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>10,820 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The information displayed is real-time, but even more impressive is a colour map display which highlights nearby towns and cities and shows the plane's path over the last few hundred miles. The attitude of the plane symbol indicates its heading. You can watch the plane symbol turn in real time as the real thing manoeuvres on the runway for example. Three map resolutions are selectable to provide long distance, medium distance and a localised view of the region currently being over-flown. With the latter option you should be able to recognise coastal outlines and other major landmarks.

Besides real-time inflight data, Airshow can be patched into the destination airport's departure information system so you can see whether or not you're going to miss your connecting flight. It's even possible to select a map of the airport so you know exactly where to head for once you've arrived. Airlines are also able to incorporate their own custom graphics and ancillary information.

Although I haven't yet had the privilege of playing with an Airshow monitor just yet, I've managed to locate somebody who has. His opinion was that it was quite fascinating, though the net effect of staring at the display during the flight was to make it seem much longer than usual, which can't be very desirable on long-haul flights!

London Transport

The Department of Transport is at an advanced stage in negotiating a contract with GEC Marconi to provide London with an Autoguide system to shepherd hard-pressed motorists around the Capital's clogged traffic system. Autoguide would complement the existing Traffic Master system which is currently on offer to motorway users.

Autoguide has been in existence in prototype form since 1987. The idea is that car's are fitted with an electronic device which gathers information from either microwave or infra-red beacons at strategic places all over the capital within the M25 boundary. Another possibility is to use buried inductance loops, though it's likely this method will be rejected on the grounds of cost and unreliability.

The beacons act as invisible electronic sign posts which the in-car computer can read. The beacons are connected via phone lines to a central master computer system. Besides the beacons there will traffic flow sensors which the central computers will rely on to make strategic decisions advising motorists which way to go. After last month's feature on Fuzzy Logic, this sounds like an ideal application of for that technology. The end result is that the in-car computer's simple LCD display will flash warnings of impending problems and advise the driver to turn off his previously desired heading. A voice-synthesiser is another option.

The DoT is confident that once implemented, Autoguide could make a big impact on the Capital's chronic and worsening traffic flow problems. Trials of similar systems in Germany have not been so successful, but feeling is that London's road system is an ideal candidate for Autoguide. The target is to reduce the cost of the in-car unit to a price roughly comparable to a decent radio-cassette player. In the long run the system could save millions of pounds in wasted fuel and time.
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The Electronics CAD Specialists
Refresh The Silver Screen

Paul Kennedy explains the basics of computer displays from CRTs through gas plasma to the latest supertwist LCDs.

Probably the most obvious trend in the computer business is the movement towards smaller and more powerful machines. A number of technologies have been developed to allow this to happen, the most vital being the high resolution flat screen liquid crystal display.

The first computers used printers to display their results and many mainframes still use this method. However, to allow the machine to be used interactively in applications such as wordprocessors, spreadsheets, computer graphics, indeed, all of the things we now take for granted from computer, some sort of high speed display is needed.

The first, and still most common, form of output device is the VDU or visual display unit. This is basically a cathode ray tube that shows a matrix of characters in the now familiar, row by column format. Early personal computers allowed alpha-numeric characters only (A to Z and 0 to 9), possibly with upper case or possibly with an alternative graphics character set of lines and squares and pictures made up on an 8x8 pixel matrix - the pixel is the smallest picture element or dot on the screen (Fig. 1.), unfortunately, they couldn't be controlled individually. Fig. 2. shows how characters on a screen are made up from small squares which the viewer's eye joins together when seen from a distance. What can't be seen is the blurring effect caused by the phosphors which runs the characters together making any gaps invisible. The idea of a bit image screen was still in the future since most machines didn't have the memory or processing capabilities to deal with anything more sophisticated than a 40x25 or possibly 80x25 matrix. With the increase in memory capacity and the development of specialised graphics chips, computers eventually developed rudimentary graphics capabilities. The advent of computer games which went through a huge development during the same period highlighted the new capabilities which included colour and increased resolution.

Memory To Screen

The computer image to be displayed is always held in memory somewhere. The format and method used to transfer it to the display vary from system to system. The commonest character only display system holds the 8-bit number of each character (0 to 255) in an contiguous area of RAM starting with the top left and moving down in lines from left to right until the bottom right is reached. For a 40x25 character screen this means 1000 bytes devoted to the screen. Fairly simple computer programs can be used to manipulate the memory allowing characters to be moved around on the display. To get a picture of the contents of the memory, the video system scans the appropriate area of memory converting each character number into a shape defined in RAM and hence altered. Graphics are also usually possible with 8-bits in memory being used to control eight pixels. This requires more memory since a display with 320 pixels by 200 lines,
Liquid Crystal Displays

Early LCDs had a number of undesirable properties. They were slow, could only really be viewed from directly in front and had relatively low resolution. Despite this, they required very little power and were fairly robust.

The operation of an LCD is based upon effects produced by special materials which exist in a state between liquid and solid. The materials which exhibit this unusual state or phase are organic and have large rod-like molecules. A normal liquid has no order or symmetry in its makeup and individual elements are free to move and orientate as they like. In a crystalline solid, the opposite is true, there is a definite fixed structure. Liquid crystals exist in between these two and have a mix of the characteristics. The large molecules are free to rotate to a certain extent but also have an overall fixed structure.

Liquid crystals are sensitive to temperature, pressure, electric and magnetic fields, all of which affect their optical properties. The normal method of controlling the crystals is to use an electric field which acts across the material and causes light to be transmitted or polarised in different ways. There are actually three different types of liquid crystal, nematic, smectic and cholesteric of which the first is the most common.

The twisted nematic structure is shown in Fig. a. This is set up by sandwiching the liquid crystal between two grooved plates, the top one at right angles to the bottom. In its normal, un-electrified state it has a twist which rotates any light passing through it by 90°. When an electric field is applied, the crystals line up and the light passed straight through. To make this work as a light valve, two light polarisors are placed next to the plates with their polarisation directions the same as their adjacent plates. In its relaxed state, light passing through the back polarisor will be rotated through 90° by the crystal to pass through the front polarisor which is at right angles to that at the back. Applying an electric field untwists the crystal and removes the 90° polarisation and any light attempting to pass through the sandwich is blocked. An LCD can operate in two main ways, by allowing light to enter from the front and reflect of a back layer and then exit back through the front. Alternatively, a backlight can be used with the crystal interrupting it where necessary.

To obtain a useable display, a number of pixels (picture elements) must be defined and each must have individual control. The are a number of ways of achieving this. In theory, each pixel could have its own electrodes but any sizable display would require a vast number of connections. An alternative is to use a multiplex system where a row of pixels are serviced by a single conductor and a column by another at right angles. By stepping through the rows in sequence and applying the column information, the number of connections is drastically reduced. The drawback of this is that the contrast gets worse with an increase in the number of pixels.

The advent of supertwist LCD technology a few years ago improved contrast and viewing angles, increased resolution and provided access to a number of grey levels. Displays that offer 640 x 480 pixels with 32 grey levels are now becoming commonplace on modern laptop portable computers.

A supertwist LCD, as its name implies, rotates the light by more than 90°. In fact it rotates it by about 30,000 degrees per millimetre. To make an display from this material, it is sandwiched between two very flat glass layers as well as the polarisors. By setting

![Diagram of a supertwist LCD display.](image)
the thickness of the crystal layer exactly, a net rotation of 90° can be set up. Unlike the twisted nematic display, the polarisors on each side of the crystal are the same way around. When an element is off, light enters the first polarisor and is given a 90° twist. This goes to the final polarisor and is not allowed through. Applying an electric field to the crystal untwists it removing the 90° twist so that it can pass straight through the front polarisor. The net result is that an on pixel appears black and an off one white.

The main drawback with supertwist LCDs is that they don't affect the whole spectrum in the same way. Blue light is twisted by a different amount to the rest giving the whole display a bluish tinge. By using a crystal that affects blue more than other colours, this can be corrected to give a reasonable black and white image. During the scanning process, turning the pixels on and off at high speed produces different amounts of light transmission and gives the grey levels.

Gas Plasma

The nearest thing to a rival for the LCD is the gas plasma display. This uses the fact that in a low pressure gas, an electric current can be passed that excites the gas atoms and causes them to glow.

Normally gasses are relatively good insulators but when they are used at low pressures and with high voltages, breakdown of this insulation occurs and electrons will pass through. Each electron leaving the negative electrode or cathode hits a gas molecule which then becomes ionised and has enough energy to hit another gas atom causing an avalanche of negative particles to stream toward the anode. The excitation of the gas in this way causes it to glow with a colour that is characteristic of the gas used. The most efficient is neon which gives out orange light. The disadvantage of the system is that it requires about 100 to 200 volts to cause the discharge to start. However, low cost and high brightness means that they find many uses in applications where a CRT is too bulky, for example, luggable computers – these are generally designed to be used with the mains but transportable from location to location.

As with LCDs, a multiplexing system is used to address individual pixels or elements of the display. The simplest system uses a set of electrodes on the bottom of the display at right angles to a set on the top with small cavities, in the position of each pixel, between the two – see illustration.

Turning on a cavity requires a voltage above a certain threshold level. By setting one of the electrodes to half of this value and then the other to the opposite half, only the cavity where they cross will have the full voltage and turn on. This means that an array of, for example, 10 x 10 pixels only needs 20 connections.
The operation of the CRT was a fairly logical extension of early valve technology. A heater emits electrons which are attracted down the length of the tube to smash into the phosphors at the other end. The collisions generate photons of light which are emitted from the viewing end of the tube. The electrons can be constrained into a narrow beam by focussing coils and steered around the face of the tube either by more electric coils or by electrostatic plates. By scanning the stream of electrons across the face of the tube starting at the top left and tracing out horizontal lines until the bottom right is reached, a square picture of raster scan image can be built up. As the beam moves across the tube, its intensity can be varied by altering the power to the heater causing the phosphors to emit more or less light, giving a monochrome image of varied levels.

To obtain colour, three phosphors are used, one for each of the primary colours, red, green and blue. By utilising three electron guns and steering the beam in the right way, a colour image can be built up.

To make sure that the electron beams hit the correct phosphors, a mask is used. This also determines the resolution or number of pixels that it is possible to display.

which is the same as 40 characters in 25 rows based on an 8x8 matrix, now requires 8000 bytes – 40 bytes gives 320 pixels and there are 200 rows. The addition of colour increases the memory requirement yet again since additional information is needed. For example a 320 x 200 display with 16 colours requires 320 x 200 x 4 bits (the 4 bits allow 16 colours to be defined) or 32000 bytes. Modern VGA (Video Graphics Array) displays used on IBM PCs and compatibles allow 640 x 480 with up to 256 colours and hence 300k or so of memory. There are other systems which allow fewer colours but select them from a large palette – super VGA provides 1024 x 768 x 256 colours selected from a palette of 256,000 – the picture on the front cover of the magazine give some idea of the quality possible.

The future of the computer display still lies with the CRT for the near future. However, the development of colour LCDs and other devices such as the Private Eye, which projects and image of the screen directly onto the retina of the eye, could see the dream of the badge sized super computer come true.

Fig. 2. Characters on a VDU are made up from individual pixels.
HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100w each (suitable for a 40-150w amplifier. £60.00 ref 6P247. 26" wheel £6.00 ref 6P21T. 16" wheel £6.00 ref 6P20T.

MICROFONE SIGNAL CONDITIONER. Mainely used for high voltage experiments or as a preamplifier for a microphone etc. 250V AC input. £10.00 ref 10P7T.

AMSTRAD CPC464 COMPUTER. No manuals but only 4 ohm impedance and consisting of 6 1/2" woofer 2" mid range and a pair of 3" drivers. £60.00 ref 6P4T.

DISC DRIVES, MANUALS ETC. Only £249.00 ref 249P4T.

PC 1512DO. Complete with CGA colour monitor, 2 floppy disc drives and full software. £1500 ref 15P2T.

AMSTRAD CPC6128 COMPUTER. Again no manuals but only trickle charging etc. £30.00 Order ref 30P7T.

PASSIVE INFRA-RED MOTION SENSOR. Range 2m transmit power levels ragged PP3 battery. Tuneable to any FM band, with a 250m range. £5.00 ref 5P191T.

FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE. Small, hand held unit with a range of up to 2 kilometres. £22.00 ref 22P6T.

12V DC OPERATED 300 WATT RMS AMP KIT. £55.00 Psu required ref 55P200T.

POWERFUL IONIZER KIT. Generates 10 times more ions than any other. £8.00 ref 8P517.

POWERED WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM. Kit contains a receiver, a range of 120 metres. £18.00 ref 18P200T.

WASHING MACHINE Pumps. Many users recommend our new pump. Notself calibrating £2.00 ref 2P267T.

IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel £3.00 ref 3P127T.

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO. FM/AM radio takes NICAD batteries and has a 125mm. £3.00 a pair ref 3P109T.

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS. 83 x 52mm £1.00 ref BD827T.

FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car. £8.00 ref 8P527.

ATEN KEYBOARD.XM350 with 80 different channels £12.00 ref 12P287.

SOLAR PROJECT KIT. Consists of a solar cell, special DC motor, plastic fan and turntables etc plus a 20 page book on solar energy, £5.00 a reel ref 4P70T.

2 MEG DISC DRIVES. 3 1/2" disc drives made by Sony housed in PPC1640SD. £5.00 each ref 5P1687.

IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel £3.00 ref 3P127T.

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO. FM/AM radio takes NICAD batteries and has a 125mm. £3.00 a pair ref 3P109T.

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS. 83 x 52mm £1.00 ref BD827T.

FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car. £8.00 ref 8P527.

ATEN KEYBOARD. XM350 with 80 different channels £12.00 ref 12P287.

SOLAR PROJECT KIT. Consists of a solar cell, special DC motor, plastic fan and turntables etc plus a 20 page book on solar energy, £5.00 a reel ref 4P70T.

125MM. £3.00 a pair ref 3P109T.
How It Works...

Supersonic Heterodyne

Radio expert Ian Poole describes the operation of the humble radio receiver with illustrations by Derek Gooding.

The transistor radio has to be one of the most common pieces of electronic equipment around the home. There is usually more than one in each household and they range from the very cheapest Medium Wave only sets all the way up to Hi-Fi tuners costing several hundreds of pounds. As well as being an integral part of everyday life, the transistor radio is also one of the oldest electronic gadgets in constant use.

Back In The War

Virtually all radios operate using a technique known as superhet. This word is derived from the term supersonic heterodyne which was introduced when the principle was first invented around the end of the First World War.

From the name it can be imagined that the system involves the beating or heterodyning of two high frequency signals. More specifically, the principle is based around the fact that when two signals are brought together in a non-linear electronic circuit then two further signals are produced which are at frequencies equal to the sum and the difference of the original two.

Mixing It Up

Looking at the operation of the receiver, the radio signal enters a circuit called a mixer where it interferes and "beats" with another signal from the local oscillator within the radio. The output from the mixer is then passed into an intermediate frequency or IF stage.

This consists of a series of fixed frequency filters and amplifiers. To give an example of the operation of the system, imagine that the local oscillator is running at 2.0MHz and the IF filter has a frequency of 0.5MHz. In this situation it will be possible for signals at 2.5MHz and 1.5MHz to be converted down to the frequency of the filter. In order to prevent signals on the two different frequencies from entering the filter some tuning is added to the radio frequency stages of the receiver.

Once the signal reaches the intermediate frequency stages it is amplified and filtered. The next step is called demodulation and involves recovering the audio from the radio frequency signal. In the case of amplitude modulation this can be done quite simply using a diode and a few other components.

All that remains is for the audio signal to be amplified so that it can be used to drive a loudspeaker or a pair of earphones.

Inside The Box

In virtually all transistor portable radios a ferrite rod aerial is provided to pick up Medium Wave (525kHz to 1605kHz) and Long Wave (150kHz to 285kHz) transmissions. This type of aerial is relatively efficient for its size and being small it can be fitted into the case of the radio. Essentially it consists of a tuned coil wound around a length of ferrite. As the pickup coil is tuned it acts as the RF tuning for the receiver. For FM a separate extendable aerial has to be used as ferrite rod aerials do not operate up to the frequencies used for FM (47MHz to 216MHz).

On the circuit board for the receiver there will be a main tuning capacitor. This has two sections to it. One for tuning the ferrite rod aerial coil and the other to tune the local oscillator. These two functions have to be carried out simultaneously, otherwise the oscillator and the RF tuning will not "track" together and they will be tuned to different frequencies. There are also two small preset adjusters on this capacitor. One for each section.

In addition to the tuning capacitor there is also a coil for the oscillator. This is housed in a screening can. In most cases the actual circuit for the oscillator and mixer is all based around a single transistor. Whilst this may not seem to lead to the best performance it is normally quite sufficient for domestic radios.

The IF amplifier will have tuned coils to give it selectivity. Generally the frequency of this amplifier will be around 455 kHz for AM and 10.7 MHz for FM. These coils will all be adjustable so that the amplifier can be tuned for the optimum results.

The detector normally consists of a single diode. From here the signal is passed to the volume control and then into the audio amplifier. In many cases the audio stages will only use transistors. If this is the case then the two output transistors can usually be identified by the fact that they are larger or mounted on a heatsink. Alternatively if an integrated circuit is used then it will usually have some form of heatsink arrangement. In some cases it may even use the copper on the printed circuit board.
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The NS32CG160 is one of National Semiconductors' Embedded System Processors aimed at office imaging peripherals. Featuring a 16Mb linear external address space and 16-bit external data bus, the chip incorporates a 32-bit arithmetic logic unit, instruction pipelining, an eight byte prefetch queue and a 16 x 16 bit hardware multiplier. Special attention has been given to graphics support with on chip bit block image transfer (BITBLT) which allows images to be manipulated at the processor level with a subsequent increase in speed. There are 18 dedicated graphics instructions as well as full support for floating point calculations via the NS32x81 coprocessors.

Built into the chip are a clock generator, three 16-bit timers, two DMA channels, 15 levels of interrupts and a power save system.

The architecture provides five main data types; bit, binary coded decimal, bytes, words and double words as well as facilities for array processing.

Image Transfer
BITBLT operations are used to move rectangular blocks of data around the memory area and hence any display device in use. There are seven instructions associated with the transfer, six being executed internally and one operating in conjunction with an external BITBLT processing unit (BPU). The general purpose registers are loaded with information about the source and destination of the block to be moved, the base addresses, shift amounts, height, masks, warps and width.

Since memory is usually byte aligned it isn't possible to directly transfer data from one bit position to another - the bits usually relate to pixel positions. The get around this, the shift value is used to align to the word boundary where necessary. Unfortunately, the layout of memory doesn't directly correspond to the layout of a screen or printout and the warp value is needed to define the distance between two lines of the image in memory (in bits). The base address tells the processor where the image starts and the height and width tell it the size.

As well as simply moving bit images around, various processing operations can be executed. The logical functions AND, OR and XOR are performed on the source and destination data with the result being placed at the destination.

BITBLTs are useful in most computer graphics operations from simply printing characters onto the screen or drawing lines, to moving overlapping windows and filling areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BITBLT Operation No.</th>
<th>Operation performed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>source AND destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>source AND – destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>source AND destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>–source AND destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>source exclusive OR destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>source OR destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>–source AND –destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>source exclusive NOR destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>–destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>source OR –destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>–source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>–source OR destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>–source OR –destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- source AND destination
- source AND – destination
- source
- destination
- source AND destination
- source exclusive OR destination
- source OR destination
- –source AND –destination
- source exclusive NOR destination
- –destination
- source OR –destination
- –source
- –source OR destination
- –source OR –destination

Instruction set
MOVES Move a value
MOVOs Move signed 4-bit constant
MOVMs Move multiple
MOVZBW Move with zero extension
MOVZID Move with zero extension
MOVXBW Move with sign extension
MOVXsD Move with sign extension
ADDR Move effective address
ADDS Add
ADDOs Add signed 4-bit constant
ADDCs Add with carry
SUBs Subtract
SUBCs Subtract with borrow
NEGs 2s complement negate
ABSs Get absolute value
MULs Multiply
QUOs Divide rounding to zero
REMs Remainder from QUO
DIVs Divide rounding down
MODs Modulus
MEIs Multiply and extend integer
DEIs Divide, extend integer
ADDPs Add BCD
SUBPs Subtract BCD
CMPs Compare
CMPQs Compare quick
CMPMs Compare multiple
ANDs Logical AND
ORS Logical OR
8-byte instruction queue
Microcode ROM
Graphics support logic

Bus interface unit

Bit block transfer processing unit
DMA controller
Interrupt control unit
Timers

Address and data
Control and status

NS32CG160.

8032 bits
8-byte instruction queue
Microcode ROM
Graphics support logic

BUSING 32 bits
Bit block transfer processing unit
DMA controller
Interrupt control unit
Timers

Address and data
Control and status

NS32CG160.

8032 bits
8-byte instruction queue
Microcode ROM
Graphics support logic

BUSING 32 bits
Bit block transfer processing unit
DMA controller
Interrupt control unit
Timers

Address and data
Control and status

Internal registers.

BICs Clear selected bits
XORs Logical exclusive OR
CMs Complement all bits
NOTs Boolean complements
Sonds Save condition code
LSHs Logical shift left or right
ASHs Arithmetic shift left or right
ROTs Rotate left or right
EXTs Extract bit field
INs Insert bit field
EXTSs Extract bit field
INSSs Insert bit field
CVPs Convert bit field pointer
CHECKs Index bounds check
INDEXs Recursive indexing
MOVs Move string
MOVST Move and translate string
CMPSs Compare strings
CMPST Compare and translate
SKPs Skip over string
SKPST Skip translating until/while
JMP Jump
BR Branch relative
Bcond Conditional branch
CASEs Multiway branch
ACBs Add 4-bit const if NZ
JSR Jump to subroutine
BR Subroutines to subroutine
CXP Call external procedure
CXPd Call external with descriptor
SVC Supervisor call

FLAGFlag trap
BPT Breakpoint trap
ENTER Save reg and stack
EXIT Restore and reclaim stack
RET Return from subroutine
RXP Return from ext procedure
RETTY Return from trap
RETI Return from interrupt
SAVE Save general purpose reg
RESTORE Restore general reg
LPRs Load dedicated register
SPRs Save dedicated register
ADJSRs Adjust stack pointer
BISPSPs Set bits in status reg
BICPsPs Clear stack pointer
SETCFG Set configuration register
MOVn Move FP value
MOVLn Move and shorten
MOVEFL Move and lengthen
MOVsn Convert int to std or long
ROUNd Round to integer
TRUNCns Truncate to integer
FLOORn Convert to largest integer
ADDn Add floating
SUBn Subtract floating
DIVn Divide floating
CMPn Compare floating
NEGn Negate floating
ABSn Get absolute value
LFSR Load FSR
SFSR Store FSR

POLyn Polynomial step
DOTn Dot product
SCALBn Binary scale
LOGBn Binary log
NOP Do nothing
WAIT Wait for interrupt
BBOR Bit Align Block Transfer OR
BAND BAND AND
BFOR BFB Fast OR
BBXOR BFB XOR
BBSTOD BAB source to dest
BITWT Bit aligned word transfer
EXTBLT External BABT
MOVMPs Move multiple pattern
TBITS Test bit string
SBITS Set bit string
SBTPS Set bit parallel string
TBITS Test bit
SBITs Test and set bit
SBITs Test and set bit interlocked
CBITs Test and clear bit
IBITs Test and invert bit
FFSs Find first set bit

s determines the integer length B = byte, W = word, D = double
word. n determines the floating point length, F = standard floating, L = long floating.
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Inductors can be ranked with resistors and capacitors as the simplest of electronic components.

Inductors are found in many applications in electronics and especially in alternating current circuits. The way in which they react to varying currents is important in filters and tuned circuits.

The action of an inductor comes from the interaction between electrons and magnetic fields.

**How It Works**

The magnetic field \( f \) cutting through the coil at right angles to the front area is equal to the flux \( B \) times the area \( A \):

\[ f = BA \]

The electromotive force (EMF) \( E \) generated in the coil is depends upon the number of turns, \( N \), and the changing magnetic field with time \( df/dt \):

\[ E = -Ndf/dt \]

From Ampere's law the magnetic flux or field strength \( B \) is defined as a constant \( c \) times the current \( I \), \( c \) depends on the size, shape and number of turns of the coil. So:

\[ B = cl \]

The interesting point about a coil is that changing the magnetic field within it generates an EMF and hence current in the coil. Running a changing current through a coil generates a magnetic field. So, a changing current generates a changing field which generates a changing current. The two currents are opposite so that the coil or inductor resists a changing current.

From the above equations, substituting \( BA \) for \( f \) in \( E = -Ndf/dt \) and assuming \( A \) is constant:

\[ E = -ANdB/dt \]

**The Discovery**

Induction first demonstrated by Michael Faraday (1791 – 1867) in 1831. He also laid the foundations for the idea of magnetic lines of force later developed by James Clerk Maxwell into classical field theory.

Joseph Henry (1797 – 1878), a US physicist discovered induction and self induction but was preempted by Faraday who published his results first. Eventually Henry was honoured by having the unit of inductance \( H \) named after him.

A circuit has an inductance of one \( H \) if the current which flows through it changes at one amp per second and produces an electromotive force of one volt.

A circuit has an inductance of one \( H \) if the current which flows through it changes at one amp per second and produces an electromotive force of one volt.
**Glossary**

**Choke** - a device used to impede the flow of alternating current or pulsed direct current, including spikes, by means of self inductance.

**Core** - magnetic material placed within a coil to intensify the magnetic field and alter the inductance.

**Core loss** - heat produced in a core by eddy currents induced into the material. It can be minimised by making the core from ferrite.

**Ferrite** - a compound of iron (ferric) oxides and ceramic material. They retain their magnetic properties but are poor conductors of electricity.

**Former** - a non-reactive, insulating support, usually made from ceramic.

Passing a current through a coil of wire generates a magnetic field. This magnetic field creates a current that is in the opposite direction to the original current.

**Inductance** depends on the number of turns in a coil, its shape, dimensions and whether any metal is near it. The latter effect is used to make variable inductances. A rod of ferrite is placed inside a coil with a screw fitting so that it can be inserted and withdrawn to change the inductance.

In electronic circuits, the two main uses for inductors are in filters and tuned circuits. Since an inductor resists changes in current and resists them more at high frequencies, putting the inductor in a series circuit gives a low pass filter. In parallel it forms a high pass filter since low frequencies pass through the inductor rather than the load. It is interesting to note that this is the opposite to the operation of a capacitor.

**Henry** - H, the measure of inductance. One H is present when one volt is produced by a varying current of one amp. Named after Joseph Henry an early researcher in the field of magnetic theory.

**Induct** - introduce formally into possession hence inductor, one who inducts.

**Inductance** - the property of a circuit which opposes any change to the existing current level.

**Q** - the ratio of the reactance of an inductor to its effective series resistance at a given frequency.

**Reactance** - the opposition offered by a coil measured in ohms.

**Turns** - a number of complete loops of wire.
PE Chronos...
Building The Display

The Universal Counter Timer gets its output section this month as Anthony Smith describes how to build and test the display board.

This month we'll examine the remaining display board section, and then build and check out the board itself. The first circuit of interest, shown in Fig. 1, is primarily intended to drive the function and units LEDs, although its secondary purpose is to generate several control signals required by the main circuits.

IC27 is a 4-to-16 line decoder which converts the binary code at inputs S0, S1, S2, and S3 into the corresponding decimal equivalent at any of the sixteen outputs numbered 00 to 016. The outputs are active high, and are buffered by the sixteen invertors of IC49, IC50 and IC51 to provide the required to illuminate one of the sixteen function LEDs (D64 to D79 inclusive).

IC27 is driven by the four binary-coded function lines, F0 to F3, generated the function selection circuit described last month. For instance, we select function 11 such that the binary code is 1010; IC27 decodes this input, and drives the corresponding decimal output, 011 (pin 20), high (all other outputs remain low). As a result, function LED 11 (D74) is illuminated to indicate the choice of function.

**Units LEDs**

As well as driving the function LEDs, the decimal outputs of IC27 are used in many other ways, particularly to illuminate the units LEDs. Table 12 lists the unit LED appropriate for a particular function, or group of functions.

Under normal conditions, functions 1 and 2 (frequency A and B) indicate frequency in kHz units; however, when the high resolution frequency (HRF) mode is selected, the units must be changed to Hz to cater for the increased resolution. Note, also, that function 4 (frequency ratio A/B) and function 8 (units A) both make dimensionless measurements, and thus require no units indication.

Driving the MHz LED is straightforward: O3 of IC27 is simply buffered by IC54e which can sink enough to illuminate D60 whenever function 3 is selected. (The 4514, being a standard CMOS device, cannot sink or source enough current to illuminate a standard LED; hence, the outputs be buffered by the more powerful HCMOS devices).

Driving the remaining units LEDs is a slightly more complicated task. Consider, for example, the us LED: this must be illuminated whenever one of functions 5, 6, 7, 9, or 10 is selected. Thus, we require a signal described in logic terms as (5+6+7+9+10). This is achieved in two steps. Firstly, decimal outputs O7, O9, O10 are used to drive inverter IC51c via diodes D46, D45, and D44, respectively. (The diodes, along with R106, act as a simple diode-resistor logic or network).

Thus, the output of the inverter is (bar all 7+9+10), that is, it is low whenever function 7 or 9 or 10 is selected. This output is used as control signal for the main board, and is also used to drive IC51d, such that the output of this inverter is (7+9+10). By combining this signal with the outputs O5 and O6 using the diode-resistor network of D41, D42, D43 and R107, we generate the (5+6+7+9+10) signal required to drive the us LED (D59).

The seconds LED (D58) is driven in a similar manner. Outputs O11 to O16 are configured in another diode-resistor network using diodes D49 to D54, such that the output of IC52 goes low and illuminates D58 whenever function 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, or 16 is selected. The output is further inverted by IC54d to provide another control signal for the main board, namely (11+12+13+14+15+16).

The kHz LED (D61) must be illuminated whenever function 1 or 2 is selected, but must be swapped for the Hz LED (D62) is HRF is selected. This function can be selected either by operating S13 or by a logic high level from the external bus.

With the HRF function off, the output of AND gate IC57b is low, the output of IC54a is high and D62 is reverse biased. Consequently, whenever function 1 or 2 is selected, the input to IC54b is driven high via diode D48 or D47, its output goes low and the kHz LED becomes forward biased.

If HRF is selected no, IC54a output goes low, removing the forward bias from the kHz LED which is thus extinguished. D62, however, now becomes forward biased and is illuminated, indicating that the reading is now in Hz. At the same time, the high level from IC57b is transmitted to the main board via terminal R. This signal is used to bring the frequency multiplier into play.

**Reset Circuit**

The remaining sections of the display board are shown in Fig. 2. Gates IC57c and IC57d form the reset circuit which is active low and output to the main board via terminal S. Resets occur at power up, the operation of SW15, a signal input to SK9, a signal from the...
All diodes are 1N4148.

From Function Selection Circuit.
immediately after a measurement has been completed so that further measurements (which may happen very quickly) do not change the reading. This kind of operation is provided by the one-shot or single-event circuit based around flip-flop IC32b.

In the lower left hand corner of Fig. 2, the bar STORE signal from the 7226A is fee to the clock of a flip-flop so that its rising edge transfers the logic level at D to Q. When SW16 is open, the D input is held low by R12 and Q is therefore also held low. However, when D is pulled high an the next bar STORE sets Q high and latches hold, capturing the last measurement. Getting out of this hold condition requires switching the one-shot off or activating the master reset.

### Display connections

Fig. 3 shows how the digit drivers and segment outputs from the 7226A are connected to the displays. Note that although the dp (decimal point) output is shown connected o the dp pin o display eight, this is only really true of displays 1 to 87. For display eight, the decimal point is actually replaced by the overflow LED, D31.

The component layout for the display board is shown in Fig. 4. As with the input board and the main board, construction begins by checking both sides of the PCB for short circuits, broken tracks, missing tracks, and so on.

The first step is to insert the through board links and solder them into place on both sides of the board. Next come the diodes and resistors, again making sure to solder them on both sides of the board. Finally, the ICs are inserted, again taking care with the polarity of C108.

The connector plugs P12 to P17 are inserted, but don’t have their chips inserted, and are followed by the capacitors – take care with the polarity of C108.

The component layout for the display board is shown in Fig. 4. As with the input board and the main board, construction begins by checking both sides of the PCB for short circuits, broken tracks, missing tracks, and so on.

The first step is to insert the through board links and solder them into place on both sides of the board. Next come the diodes and resistors, again making sure to solder them on both sides of the board. Finally, the ICs are inserted, again taking care with the polarity of C108.

The connector plugs P12 to P17 should be inserted next, remember that they are mounted lon the rear of the board and are soldered on the component side. At the same time, solder the nine veropins into place – these two are located on the rear of the board.

---

**Fig. 2. Hold, reset and one-shot circuits.**

*All diodes are 1N4148.*

---

External bus and by a change of function or range.

Note that diodes D94 and D95 provide protective clamping at the gate input to guard against overloads.

On the main board, the reset signal is fed to the bar RESET input of the ICM7226A (IC24) via the NOR gate in IC45. At the same time it is also fed to other circuits on the main board, namely the priming, extended time interval, stopwatch and trigger delay circuits.

As with Reset, the Hold operation can be activated in a number of ways. Pressing the front panel switch, a signal from the external bus and a signal at the hold input are all valid methods.

When using SW14, a toggle action is used that allows the user to operate in a "hands free" way with a further press of the button releasing the hold.

---

**In The Hold**

There are many instances when it is desirable that hold be asserted immediately after a measurement.

---
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Soldering the LEDs into place requires a little patience as they must be located at the correct height above the board – all other components should not extend more than 1/2in above the front surface.

The simplest way to install the LEDs is to make use of the front panel as a guide. Firstly, screw the four 1/2in spacers to each corner of the board. Next, insert the sixteen function LEDs (D64 to D79), the four range LEDs (D83 to D86), the five units LEDs (D59 to D62), the gate LED (D22) and the overflow LED (D3). Remember the function, range and units LEDs are standard red 3mm types, the gate a standard green 5mm and the overflow a high brightness 3mm red.

Take great care to locate the LEDs the right way around – the anodes are marked with an ‘a’ in Fig.4. Next, gently push the LEDs towards the board so that they extend no more than 1/2in above the surface. Now, screw the board to the front panel and push each LED slightly away from the board so that each one locates into its allocated hole in the panel.

The LEDs should now be that the correct height above the board from the panel and can be soldered on the rear side. When this is done, unscrew the board from the panel and solder the LEDs on the component side. Take care during this procedure not to force the LEDs at all, don’t bend the leads excessively and don’t stress the solder joints.

With all the LEDs in place, the board should look something like Fig.5. The final step is to solder the miniature display-test pushbutton, SW17 into place using two short lengths of thin wire.

**Checking It Out**

The first step is to check the current taken by the VHF section (channel C). Temporarily connect the 0V and 5V terminals of P17 to the corresponding terminals of P11 on the main board. Fig.6 shows the connections to be made to the rear of the display board. Don’t yet make any connections except those to P17.

Connect an ammeter set to the 100mA range is series with the 5V line between P11 and P17. Do not yet insert any ICs in the display board or the main board sockets.

Switch the mains power and note the current. This should be in the region of 50mA. Check for faults around IC58 and IC59 if the current is higher than this. Turn off the main power.

Temporarily connect all the switches to the display board as shown in Fig. 6. The 5V and 0V main board terminals are those located next to P11 – it is not necessary to connect the input board to the main board during these tests.

The display board ICs can now be inserted as shown in the component layout of Fig. 4. Take care with orientation and remember that all the chips are CMOS devices. The seven segment displays can now be inserted although they are not required by for the following tests.

With the ammeter still in place, switch on the mains power and observe the current – it should not be more than 70mA to 80mA. If excessive current is being drawn, quickly check the temperature of the ICs. If no faults are found on the board itself, check the temporary switch connections.

If the current reading is acceptable, operate the illuminated switches: the current should rise by 20mA or so.

Now turn off the switches, turn off the mains power and remove the ammeter. Replace the temporary supply connections with a 2-way ribbon cable link between connectors P11 and P17 – the link should be about 12cm long. No other connections should be made to the main board.

**Function Checks**

Switch on the mains power again. The function 1 LED (D64) and the kHz LED (D61) should come on. If some other function or units LED lights up, check C67 and R100 at the reset input of IC26.

Now check that SW11 and SW12 can be used to step up and down through the functions one at a time. If this operation causes one or more functions to be skipped, check the switch debounce circuits.

While stepping through the functions, use a voltmeter or logic probe to check that the correct binary sequence is being output at terminals B, C, D and E of connector P14.

Now select function 1 and monitor terminals Q and R of connector P15; they should both be low. Turn on SW13 (HRF) ad check that the units LED changes from kHz to Hz, at the same time, both terminals Q and R should go high.

Repeat this procedure with function two selected.

Turn off SW13 and select function 1 or 2. Check that HRF can be selected by taking high the HRF input terminal of connector P16.

Remove the high level from P16 and connect the voltmeter or logic probe to terminal M of P14. Now observe the logic level at terminal P of connector P15; this should be high only for functions 11 to 16.Check, next, the level at terminal Q. This should go high whenever function 3 or 11 to 16 are selected.
Checks On Reset
With reference to Fig 2, connect a logic probe to terminal S of P15 and press the reset switch. The level at S should go low. Now temporarily take the reset input low by connecting vero pin 19 to 0V. S should again be low. Remove the low level from the input and apply it to the external bus reset connector P16. S should go low again. Finally, pressing the range and function select switches also makes S go low.

The power up reset an be checked by observing the Q outputs of flip-flops IC32a (at pin 5) and at IC32b (at pin 9). turn off the power, wait ten seconds, then switch on again. The Q outputs should both be low - checking this five to ten times proves that the outputs never go high. Check R133 and C73 if this isn't the case.

Hold On
Monitor terminal O of connector P15; it should below. Now press the hold button SW14 and output O should latch high. Press the button again and the output should return to its original low level.

By waiting until the timebase circuit has been built and tested, the 10MHz clock signal itself can be used to check channel C. Solder a resistor (say 1k) to the inner core of the co-axial cable connected to the channel input. The, connect this resistor to the 5V clock squarewave at terminal 2 (main board).

The resistor and 50Ω input impedance of the channel attenuate the signal such that the actual peak input amplitude is given by:

\[ \text{input amplitude} = 5 \times 50/(50+R) \text{ volts} \]

where R is the resistor value.

By increasing the value of R in suitable steps, there will come a point where the prescaler will not function correctly. At this point, the input amplitude measured on the oscilloscope or calculated as above, is the sensitivity of the channel for squarewaves at 10MHz.

Note that although this test provides a rough value for the channel sensitivity, it is only really intended to check the basic operation of the VHF amplifier and prescaler.

This completes all the tests on the display board - the temporary leads should be left in place as they will be needed to check the display in conjunction with the main board in the next instalment.
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Fig. 6. Connections to the rear of the display board.
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VIP
A Virtual Instrument

Jason Sumner plugs another board into his PC and explores the latest in Digital Multi-meters – but, is it all there?

Nearly everyone with an interest in Electronics now has access to a computer of some sort. Possibly to most popular is the IBM PC compatible machine for which there is a whole host of useful software, from CAD packages to circuit simulators. The latest addition to this list is the digital multi-meter. No longer is this confined to a small box with a small display and, sometimes, relatively few functions. The DMM VIP (Virtual Instrument) is a board that plugs into the expansion slot of the PC/XT/AT/386 with software that provides all of the functions needed on the average DMM but using the computer as a display and storage system.

All of the usual functions are catered for, DC, AC volts up to 300V, DC, AC current up to 2A, resistance up to 20MΩ, capacitance up to 2uF and dBm up to ±55dB. All of the controls are accessed via the mouse pointer with the various buttons being pressed by simply pointing and clicking. The main readout is a 4.5 digit LED with the addition of a chart recorder offering eight pens.

On switching on and booting up, the system can be auto-calibrated with the settings being stored in an on-board EEPROM. In practice, these are set-up at the factory so calibration should not have to be performed very often. Selecting the various functions is quick and easy although there is quite a lot of room for on-line improvement with the addition of a help system – other DMMs have to make do with a short book, the VIP could have scored some extra brownie points by putting all of this on-line. Anyone who has used a DMM before will not have any trouble using the VIP, apart, perhaps, from the chart recorder. The user interface for this is a little confusing and the minimum sample rate of half a second rather slow, especially when the hardware is capable of taking samples at 25 times a second.

On starting up the chart recorder a file name is requested using a rather badly designed dialogue system – an improvement would have been to list current log files and be able to add to them. Other improvements would have been the ability to activate the log at particular times in fact, the software could have provided a wide range of additions not normally available on a DMM.

The probes connect to the card at the back of the PC which, for most users who have the main PC box on their desks, should prove to be no trouble. However, some people keep their machines on the floor with just the monitor and keyboard on the desk top – the probe leads are 1.5m long which may just be enough. Some form of extension box with a protected connection to the computer and shorter leads would have made the whole thing a bit neater though, perhaps, defeated the object of an all in one system somewhat.

As it stands the VIP simply emulates a basic DMM and, apart from the data logging system, provides no particularly clever extras. At the price of £499 excluding VAT, a little more could have been expected. As it is, much better value can be had by buying a stand alone DMM at a far lower price.

For more information contact Global Specialities, Rackery Lane, Llay, Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 OPB, Tel. 0978 853920, Fax 0978 854 564.
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Counting The Rain
Drops As They Fall

There may not have been very much rain this summer but things are certainly looking wetter this autumn. Own Bishop's latest gadget finds out just how much.

Call it udometer, pluviometer or just a common-or-garden rain gauge, the traditional instrument for measuring precipitation has not changed for hundreds of years. Even the ancient Romans had them. Rain (plus snow or hail, after they have melted) is collected in a wide-mouthed funnel and later poured into a measuring cylinder. The cross-sectional area of the cylinder is usually one-tenth that of the open end of the funnel. This increases the sensitivity of the technique, since the easily measurable depth of 1mm of water in the cylinder is equivalent to only 0.1mm of rainfall.

The funnel and cylinder rain gauge is inexpensive and simple to use but has the disadvantage that its operation is essentially manual. There is no easy way to automate it.

Recording gauges have been designed which weigh the water instead of measuring its volume, but these instruments tend to be mechanically complex. Nowadays two main techniques are used, the tilting bucket and the drop counter. This project is an example of the tilting bucket technique. The mechanical parts of it are relatively simple to construct and the electronics requires only a counter and its associated logic. The circuit can easily be placed under computer control and can be read remotely.

A rain gauge should be able to measure with a precision of 0.1mm or less. A day of typical light rain produces five to ten millimetres. If the gauge is to be read daily it must be able to accumulate at least the 25mm of rain which can fall during a single day of heavy rain.

Automatic Rain Gauge
As rain falls it accumulates in a small balanced container, referred to as the bucket. When the amount of water in the bucket reaches a given level, the bucket tilts over and empties itself. An electronic circuit counts the number of times the bucket empties during a given period, usually 24 hours. From this data the amount of rainfall in millimetres can be worked out.

This project has the feature of automatically and remotely recording the count at a pre-set time. The rainfall day begins at 9am (see box), a convenient hour for the professional meteorologist just starting a day's work at the station. For the amateur, who probably has to leave home before 9am, this can be an awkward time. To get around this, the gauge registers the 9 o'clock reading,
holding it until the user has the opportunity or the inclination to attend to it. In the meantime it continues to count the bucketfuls of rain that have fallen since the beginning of the current period. Moreover, the display unit can be located indoors, so there is no need to get wet when taking a reading.

How it works

Fig 1 shows the bucket mechanism. Rain is collected in a wide-mouthed funnel in order to obtain a sufficient quantity to measure. It runs into the bucket which has a counterweight to tilt it back at an angle of about 3°. The mechanism is pivoted on a “knife-edge” located in a groove in the wall of the enclosure. As the bucket fills, the water extends further toward its mouth and eventually overcomes the counterweight. The mechanism tilts, the water pushes out of the bucket and drains away. As soon as the bucket empties, the counterweight restores it to its tilted-back position.

Kicking The Bucket

There is scope for ingenuity in designing and building this part of the project. The essential points are:

- Use plastic for all parts that are likely to come into contact with water. The bolt-head inside the bucket is protected by coating it with adhesive or some other waterproof compound.
- The bucket tilts back at a very shallow angle, about 3°, but tilts forward at a slightly greater angle (about 5°).
- The mechanism must swing freely, which is why a knife-edge suspension is preferred. Although this is referred to technically as a knife-edge, it is simply a rectangle of sheet aluminium.
- The knife-edge is below the centre of mass of the assembly, so as to give it unstable equilibrium when pivoting.
- The distance between the knife-edge and the centre of mass of the counterweight is less than that between the knife-edge and the centre of mass of the bucket. This allows a relatively small mass of water to overcome the moment of the counterweight.
- If the bucket enclosure has walls, a groove is incised in the wall; the knife edge fits loosely in the groove. If the enclosure has grooves moulded into its walls, use one of these but block the ends of the groove with strips of plastic to prevent the knife-edge from sliding sideways.
- Some means of finely adjusting the counter-weighting is essential; use a large nut that may be turned to move it along the rod; bend the counterweight (easy if it is made of sheet lead); move the knife-edge along the rod.
- It may be necessary to have a support to prevent the bucket tilting too far forward when emptying, otherwise it may not return to the tilted-back position.
- The enclosure must be firmly mounted to avoid shaking by wind.
- The jet is positioned so that it delivers the rainwater cleanly into the bucket, whether the bucket is tilted forward or backward.
- The tube from the funnel must be partly blocked or fitted with a screw-clip (aquarium aerator clip) to restrict the maximum dripping rate to 3 drops per second. Otherwise the tilted bucket may never have a chance to return to the tilted-back position during a heavy rainstorm.
- Usually the magnet supplied with the Hall effect device has its south-seeking pole marked with a spot of paint. This end should be directed away from the sensitive area (the dimpled surface) of the device.
- The smaller the volume of water delivered at each tilting, the greater the precision of the gauge. The bucket of the prototype delivers 3.3 cm³ each time, which is a suitably small amount.

Through The funnel

This is made from two large plastic kitchen funnels. A single funnel will do, provided it is of the correct diameter. The alternative is to cut the rim from a second funnel and glue this upside down to the mouth of the first funnel (Fig 3). This reduces the likelihood of rain from surrounding areas splashing in during heavy storms. It also makes it easier to give the collecting area the correct radius. Before cutting the second funnel calculate what R should be, as explained under “Calibration”.

Alarm Call

Ready-built alarm clock modules are available fairly cheaply but it is more economical to make use of a digital alarm clock that has begun to show signs of wear. All too often the battery contacts are the first part to become unreliable and the clock is relegated to the scrap box.

The clock is removed from its case and bolted to a piece of stripboard. The old battery spring contacts (unreliable) are cut off and wires soldered directly to the clock’s PCB (printed circuit board). The control push-buttons (also unreliable and very fiddly) are replaced by PCB-mounting push-buttons. It requires a certain amount of close examination of the clock’s PCB to work out where to make the new connections. The original push-buttons are conductive pads that make contact between pairs of copper areas on the PCB. With a fine-tipped soldering iron, there is no difficulty in soldering connecting wires directly to these areas. Not all of
Rain Gauge Project

Calibration
First establish the amount of water delivered by the bucket each time it empties. Call this \( V \) mm\(^3\). One way to do this is to slowly pour 100 cm\(^3\) of water into the funnel and record the count registered so that \( V = 100000 / \text{count} \).

Now decide on what rainfall (depth in millimetres) is to be represented by this one count. A suitable quantity is 0.1 mm, which means the gauge can record up to 25.5 mm between readings (see box on binary). This is the maximum likely to fall in one day, except in very rainy areas. If you live in such an area, 0.2 mm would also be a suitable, though less precise, amount.

Given 0.1 mm of rainfall as the unit amount, the area \( A \) (in mm\(^2\)) of the top of the funnel is to be \( A \), and since the volume of water collected (\( V \)) is to represent 0.1 mm then the unit amount is \( V / 0.1 \).

Since the area of a circle \( A = \pi R^2 \)
so \( R = \sqrt{A / \pi} \)
and \( R = 1.78 \sqrt{V} \)

As an example, if \( V = 3300 \) mm\(^3\), as in the prototype then \( R = 1.78 \sqrt{3300} = 102 \) mm. The inverted funnel on top of the upright funnel is cut away to give an aperture of exactly 102 mm radius.

The original controls are retained; for example, rain gauges to not need to snooze. The controls for advancing hours and minutes are retained and the slider switch for “set clock” or “set alarm” replaced with a single button.

The clock was originally powered by two button cells, connected to give a split supply of \( \pm 1.35 \) V. This is obtained by using a potential divider, as in Fig 4. For use on a 5 V supply R14 would be better replaced by a 18 k\( \Omega \) resistor.

The alarm signal is a square wave, amplitude about \( \pm 1 \) V with a frequency of about 1 kHz and lasts for 4 minutes. The value of R18 is chosen to bias TR1 into its on state in the absence of a signal from the clock. When the signal is present, its negative-going excursions turn the transistor off repeatedly, giving a series of high pulses, the first of which triggers the flip-flop (IC5c/IC5d). The rest are ignored. Capacitor C3 serves as a low-pass filter to remove any voltage spikes from the signal that would prevent spurious or false triggering.

This account of interfacing the clock to the gauge applies to one particular model of clock. Others may need different treatment, for example, the hours and minutes buttons may have to be connected to the 0 V rail, not the positive rail. However a little thought and experimentation will usually show what must be done.

The circuit requires about 30 mA of power and, since it is intended for operation 24 hours a day, a 6 V DC (direct current) mains adaptor is ideal. An alternative would be to use four industrial D-type nickel-cadmium rechargeable batteries, which would last for about a week, especially if the LEDs are switched off in between readings. A small (1 Ah) lead acid battery would last even longer.

Fig 5 shows the layout of components of the display unit on the PCB which is shown in Fig 8. For normal operation link 1 and links 3 to 5 are connected as shown, as are the unnumbered links. Link 0 is connected to the 0 V rail; omit the terminal pin at B and simply insert a wire link at that point. If a clock with high-pulse triggering is used, insert a terminal pin at B, and wire the clock output to it; also connect link 2, but not link 1.

If connection to a microcomputer is not contemplated, socket SKT1 can be left out. If a micro is to be used, wire a switch in place of link 4, or possibly omit the LEDs and the commoned resistors R2 to R9.

The LEDs specified are a special low-current type, pre-assembled in the signal that would prevent spurious or false triggering.

This account of interfacing the clock to the gauge applies to one particular model of clock. Others may need different treatment, for example, the hours and minutes buttons may have to be connected to the 0 V rail, not the positive rail. However a little thought and experimentation will usually show what must be done.

Circuit construction

Fig. 4. The timer circuit.
The Electronics

The counterweight of the bucket has a small magnet attached to it. A Hall-effect sensor is located so that it detects the field of the magnet when the sensor is in its tilted-back position. In this state the output of the sensor (Fig 6, IC1) at pin 1 is close to 0V. While the bucket is emptying the magnet is moved away from the sensor, the output of which rises to about 6V. As the mechanism tilts back again the output falls, causing the first counter of IC2 to increment by one.

IC2 has two counters IC2a and IC2b cascaded together. IC3 acts as a 4-input AND gate implementing IC2b whenever the output of IC2a changes from 15 (= 1111 in binary) back to zero. Thus IC2 can register counts from zero up to 255. This 8-bit binary output goes to IC6 which contains eight D-type latches. When the enable input goes low the outputs are enabled. When the enable input (pin 11) is high, the output of the latches follows their inputs. When the enable input goes low the outputs are saved or latched. These are 3-state outputs; in Fig 6 the control input (pin 1) is shown connected to 0V, which makes the outputs behave normally. When an output is high the LED (light emitting diode) connected to it is lit and the total count can be read as an 8-bit binary number. However, if pin 1 is made high, the outputs go into a high-impedance state, that is to say they are in effect disconnected from the LEDs. More important, they are disconnected from the 10-way socket SKT1, making it feasible for this socket to be directly connected to the data bus of a microcomputer.

The latches are normally under the control of a clock, which can be either a ready-built clock module or, as in the prototype, the "works" of an old digital alarm clock adapted for the purpose. At 9 am each day (or at any other time for which the alarm is set) a high pulse from the clock sets the flip-flop, IC5c/IC4d. There is also an inverting gate provided by IC4b for use should the clock module be one which generates a logic low pulse at alarm time. When the flip-flop is set, the output at pin 10 goes low. This makes the enable input of IC4 low so that the count is latched and held until someone comes to read it. At the same time the output at pin 13 goes high, supplying current to the flashing LED. This indicates that the display shows the current count. At the same time the count is latched and held until someone comes to read it. At the same time the output at pin 13 goes high, supplying current to the flashing LED. This indicates that the display shows the current count.

Another effect of setting the flip-flop is that a high pulse is passed to IC5a, which inverts it and sends a low pulse to IC6a. IC6a and IC6d are connected as a pulse generator which produces a high pulse on a rising edge, that is, at the end of the pulse from IC5a. IC6b and IC6c OR this high pulse with a possible high pulse produced if the reset button S2 is pressed. The output of IC6b is a high-going pulse which resets the counters. Thus the counters are reset either at the alarm time or when S2 is pressed. The output of IC6b is a high-going pulse which resets the counters. Thus the counters are reset either at the alarm time or when S2 is pressed. The purpose of the delay introduced by C1, R11 and IC5a is to allow time for the count to be latched into IC4 before IC2 is reset.

The sensor (IC1) is mounted on a small piece of strip-board (Fig 7). This is held in position by a long bolt mounted in the rear of the box. The IC6 circuit (integrated circuit) should be close to the north-seeking end of the magnet when the bucket mechanism is tilted back (Fig 2).
Rainfall records

Regular recording of rainfall as been established in Britain for over 200 years. The first gauge in was in use as long ago as 1675. By the mid 19th century the British Rainfall Organisation had established a network which has now grown to over 7000 recording stations scattered throughout the country. It is the densest routine observational network in the world.

Recording rainfall has a purpose different from that which is usually associated with weather measurements. Wind direction and strength, temperature and changing barometric pressure are the basis of the nightly TV weather forecasts. Rainfall records on the other hand have no immediate bearing on what the weather will be like tomorrow. Instead they are used in long range prediction and statistics.

The collected data can be processed in a variety of ways, monthly, seasonal and annual totals and averages. There is also the matter of rainfall distribution throughout the country. Several industries, including the tourist industry are dependent on this. Statisticians work on the data to establish its variability, or more appropriately the reliability, or rainfall in a given area, vital knowledge for farmers, the river authorities and those who manage the domestic water supplies. Other derived data includes the average lengths of sequences of wet and dry days, the typical duration of rain showers, the number of showers per day, and the number of showers lasting longer than a given period of time.

The official rainfall day begins at 9am. This is the time at which gauges are officially emptied, the reading taken and the water container replaced under the funnel to collect its share of the new day's deluge. With continuously recording gauges such as the bucket gauge and drop counter a more useful range of data is obtainable. It is such equipment which makes it practicable to collect such data as shower length, the number of showers per day and other short-term information. To reduce this data to a form in which it is more easily comprehended a few terms need to be defined, such as exactly what is meant by "a rainy day".

A rainy spell requires 15 or more consecutive days each with 0.2mm or more, while an officially wet spell must have at least 1mm on each of those days. Conversely, a dry spell has 15 or more consecutive days with less than 1mm of rain, and there must be less than 0.2mm of each of those days to make it an absolute drought.

Although a rainfall measurement has no immediate predictive value, rainfall and temperature are the two main indicators of climatic change. Examination of records make it possible to discern patterns and trends. This can be of great economic importance, particularly in areas of the highlands and the Pennines (orographic). The decline in westerlies has therefore reduced rainfall in western regions, while eastern areas of Britain remain relatively unaffected.

Such are the trends that statistical examination of rainfall data has made apparent. Whether these are on-going tendencies which may become more extreme, or whether they are part of long natural cycles that may yet reverse, or whether the trends may be diverted because of new factors such as the Greenhouse Effect, is still a matter of conjecture.

blocks of four and in series with a 1Kohm resistor they take only 4mA each. Note that the flashing LED is intended to operate on the full supply voltage and does not require the usual series resistor.

The PCB is intended to fit vertically in slots in the side of the box. The LEDs are on the upper edge of the board, directed upward when the board is vertical. They lie just below a circular hole and a slit cut in the lid of the box. The two push-buttons, and other switches, if fitted, are mounted on the lid. The strip-board bearing the clock module is bolted to the bottom of the box. If preferred, the clock can be mounted on the lid with apertures cut to allow the display to be viewed and the clock push-buttons to be reached. This entails the use of a larger box and more work in cutting the holes.

In The Field

The collector unit must be located in the open so that the funnel is...
exposed to rain from all directions. It is also a good idea not to expose it to strong winds and situations where excessive run-off from trees or from blocked gutters may occasionally fall into the funnel. The enclosure can be bolted or screwed to a stout vertical post to hold it firm in the wind and to allow the measured water to drain freely away. The funnel may require a supporting bracket to hold it in place and to reduce wind vibration.

A 3-core cable passes through a hole in the bottom of the collector box and is taken indoors or to a nearby shed or greenhouse where the counter hardware is situated. A cable several metres long may be used as there is little risk of it picking up interference. Terminate the cable with a plug or plugs to fit SKT2-4.

Before bolting the lid on the collector box, check that the bucket is operating properly. Also check that no more than 2 or 3 drops per second fall into the bucket.

Component\s
(Excluding those required for the clock module)

Resistors
(carbon 0.125W or metal film 0.6W, 5%, unless otherwise specified)
R1 1k
R2-R9 1k, 8 commoned resistors (1 off)
R10, R13 10k (2 off)
R11, R12 1M (2 off)

Capacitors
C1, C2 100nF polyester (2 off)

Semiconductors
D1-D8 PCB mounting LEDs, low current, red (Electromall stock no. 590-036) (2 x quad LEDs)
D9 Flashing LED

Integrated circuits
IC1 UGN3020U Hall effect IC switch (Electromall stock no. 307-448)
IC2 4520 CMOS dual synchronous divide-by-16 counter
IC3 4012 CMOS dual 4-input NAND gate
IC4 74HC04 CMOS octal 3-state latch
IC5, IC6 74HC02 CMOS quadruple 2-input NOR gate (2 off)

Miscellaneous
S1, S2 panel-mounting push-to-make push-buttons
SKT1 10-way printed circuit connector (Electromall stock no. 488-359) (optional)
SKT2-4 1mm plugs and sockets, panel-mounting (3 off)
20-way DIL socket
16-way DIL socket
14-way DIL sockets (4 off)

Enclosure for collector unit, ABS or metal box, approx 200mm x 110mm x 60mm
Enclosure for counter unit, ABS box approx. 150mm x 80mm x 50mm (Electromall stock no. 508-936)

Printed circuit board
stripboard, for clock module and a small scrap for mounting IC1
1mm terminal pins (12 off)
Large plastic funnel (1 or 2 off)
Materials for making bucket, nuts, bolts, plastic tubing etc

Fig. 9. How to connect everything up.

Power supply
OV +6V

LID for 508-936
DC for 508-936

Sockets on rear wall of box

Alarm
Clock board

SK4
SK3
SK2

Sockets on
rear wall of
box

On The Links
The circuit board (Fig 5) has a number of links which allow the gauge to be operated in various ways:

Link 0 is used to connect the inputs of IC5b to a low logic level, if that gate is not to be used.

Link 1 is used if the clock produces a high alarm pulse. It can be replaced by a switch to isolate the clock if the gauge is to be controlled by a microcomputer.

Link 2 is connected instead of Link 1 to allow the use of IC5b to invert a low-going alarm pulse.

Link 3 normally connects the control input of IC3 to OV, but can be used to put this function under the control of a microcomputer.

Link 4, if disconnected, disables the display. It can be left open or replaced by a switch. This is an option for economising in current, or for when the 10-way socket is connected to the data bus of a micro. If the socket is connected to the user port of a micro, it is not usually necessary to disable the display.

Link 5 is normally open but is connected if the circuit is to be powered from the +5V supply of a micro. Note that the 10-way socket also has a OV connection to the OV (ground) rail of the micro, which is essential for proper operation of the interface.
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 years and you can be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including mic. 3- 12V operation. 500m range... £16.45

MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1000m range... £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
Hi performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range. Measures 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range £15.45

VTS800 High-power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x 40mm. 9-12V operation. 3000m range £16.45

VXT Voice Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range...£19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V AC supply for long-term monitoring. Size 30mm x 35mm, 500m range... £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier-Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range...£22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so requires SCDM decoder to receive. Size 32mm x 37mm, 1000m range...£23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to headphones. Size 22mm x 70mm. 9-12V operation £22.95

ATX Micro Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects to telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm. Powered from line £13.45

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 11mm x 20mm! Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range...£15.95

TLTX100 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range...£13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range...£16.45

TX1000 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation...£30.95

CD060 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity used to locate and detect hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as pagers, cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation £30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations. 25mm x 67mm, 9V operation...£40.95

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180 MHz and requires the use of a scanner receiver or our QLX180 kit (see catalogue). Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range...£40.95

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per QTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations. 25mm x 67mm, 9V operation... £40.95

Q5X180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
For monitoring any of the 'Q' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section supplied as a pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty setting up. Output to headphones. 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation... £60.95

A build-up service is available on all our kits if required.

UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add £1.50 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearance. Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add $5.00 per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.
Barry Fox has used portable communications systems all over the world and if his experiences are anything to go by, there is room for a great deal of improvement.

Over the last ten years I have travelled a lot, carrying a portable computer with the intention of sending back news and articles to magazines for which I write. Some of these magazines provide direct access to their editorial computer system by telephone line; others are connected to an electronic mail system, such as Telecom Gold or Mercury Link 7500.

I have used a whole string of computers (from Tandy 100 through budget Toshiba to luggable Dell) in Europe, North America and the Far East, with all kinds of modems (both acoustic and hard wired, electronic mail and fax) running at data speeds from 300 to 2400 baud.

There is only one thing I can say with certainty, and that is that no two communications situations are ever alike. It has only very occasionally been easy and is usually a very difficult and frustrating waste of time.

Many portables gobble power so rapidly that you cannot run them off batteries for much more than an hour. The paper specification may promise longer, but only on minimum memory capacity and with no add-ons, for example an internal modem.

Nicad cells become progressively less retentive if you do what the instruction books specifically warn against, but what everybody has to do in practice – top up half-charged cells.

Not all PCs have a multi-voltage charger. My Tosh doesn't, so I have to carry an extra transformer to cope with both 240 and 110 volt supplies.

I use an external modem (to save drain on the PC batteries) and this too needs either its own mains adaptor or spare batteries. The modem will often switch itself on in a suitcase during travel and flatten the cells.

Some hotel phones in North America now have a socket on the side for direct connection of a modem. Elsewhere, especially in Europe, everything possible is done to deter connection. Phone plugs vary in size and wiring from...
country to country. Often the best bet is an omnipurpose modem lead with crocodile clips on the end. Take the telephone or wall junction box apart and play trial and error games to find the hot wires.

Many hotels (for example in Japan and the US) now have switchboards with non-standard dialling tones which an auto-dialling modem will refuse to recognise. The trick here is to dial 9 (or 0) manually, then quickly start the communication software running and hang up as the modem grabs the public system dial tone.

The latest spoiler in the USA is to route long distance calls through a friendly AT&T operator. He or she interrupts the dialled number to ask for the hotel room or credit card number. This defeats the auto dial modem. It makes sending faxes from a PC virtually impossible because the fax modem will need to set up the call and exchange handshakes before sending the text.

The most simple, bomb-proof, approach to email (Electronic Mail) transmission is to use an acoustic modem or coupler. You dial the host number manually, listen for the modem reply tone and then put the handset in the rubber cups of the acoustic unit. Even this failed on me once in an American hotel which had mock-antique phones which would not fit the cups.

Telecoms people will tell you not to try and phone long distance to a modem, but instead hook into a local packet switched network (like Tymnet or Telednet in the USA and Japan). This lets you dial a local host number, which acts as a node into the international packet network and provides a data ride back to the UK and into the electronic mail services.

For many years red tape made this very difficult, with travellers obliged to negotiate expensive password PSS deals before leaving home. Now the UK electronic mail services have made arrangements with some foreign data services, which let travellers call a foreign node with billing following later on the UK service. These have been very poorly advertised and not all countries have PSS nodes with back-home billing arrangements.

Remember to check on the host node numbers and what comms standard they use. Better still get a number for a foreign helpline; the host numbers have a nasty habit of changing.

The host modems may be auto-sensing and self-adjust to the speed of the calling modem. Or they may be of fixed speed, with different telephone numbers for different speeds. Odd things can happen when two auto-sensing modems try to talk to each other. They lock on at different speeds on different attempts.

Whereas the 1200 and 2400 baud standards for Bell (USA and elsewhere) and CCITT (Europe and other elsewheres) are close enough to match (usually), the 300 baud Bell and CCITT standards are completely incompatible. From bitter experience I must advise that, if humanly possible, travellers should find out the number of the host modems in the cities they are visiting and then try making long distance calls from the UK to the remote modems to check connection. It is always far easier, and cheaper, to struggle with mismatched modems from your own home or office phone, than from the bedside phone of a far-off hotel when you have just crawled in off a long haul flight and are dog tired and jet lagged.

Be warned, incidentally, that some of the PSS helplines (even in business conscious North America) only work weekday office hours. If you arrive ill-prepared on a Friday night you may not be able to make any connection until Monday morning.

Recently I vowed never again to carry a PC and suitcase full of the electronic gizmos which may or may not successfully connect it to a phone line. Security checks at airports harden this resolve. But doubtless I shall keep on trying just once more.

What I do know for sure is that next time I see an advert which tells us all how easy it is to communicate on the move, I shall lodge a complaint with the Advertising Standards Authority, to see how the advertiser justifies the claim. Nobody should be allowed to write such twaddle unless they have actually tried it for themselves.
Practical Electronics Classified Ads

Reach thousands of serious electronic and computer enthusiasts – advertise in PE Classified pages:
Rates 20p (plus 4p VAT) per word or £8.50 (plus £1.49 VAT) per column cm. All classified advertisements must be pre-paid. Send your copy, with remittance payable to Intra Press, (Payment by Visa or Access accepted – ads may be phoned in) to:

Practical Electronics, Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA.
Tel: 081-743-8888, Fax: 081-743-3062

Education

Start training now for the following courses.
- Telecomms Tech C&G 271
- Radio Amateur Licence C&G
- Microprocessor
- Introduction to Television

Send for our brochure - without obligation or support.
Name:
Phone:

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School, 12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

BTEC ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN FULL-TIME TRAINING

THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E.T. GRANT SUPPORT

O.N.C. H.N.C. O.N.D.
Next Course Commences

Send your copy, with remittance payable to Intra Press, (Payment by Visa or Access accepted – ads may be phoned in) to:

Practical Electronics, Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA.
Tel: 081-743-8888, Fax: 081-743-3062

Retailers

Project your retail image here!

Phone David Bonner for details on 081-743-8888

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS

One of the largest ranges of components in the UK!

40 Cricklewood Broadway, LONDON NW2 3ET
Tel: 081-450 0995/452 0161

SOUTH COAST

Cooke International

“We stock used scopes, signal generators, power supplies, power meters, DVMs, oscillators, attenuators, test equipment. Much more available, visit our showroom and bargain store. Prices from £5 upwards!”

Send SAE for lists
Contact: Cooke International, Unit Four Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO22 0EB
Tel: 0243 545111 Fax: 0243 542457
“Open: Mon – Sat 8am – 5pm or phone”

Computer Parts

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED

3-5 700K Osborne Drive
299.50 each

We stock

52W Desk Drive, 60 W, CS9 ( pied. No. Why)
254.00 each

Classifieds

Name
Telephone us on 06267 79398 (Ref: PE11/91)

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE

THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E.T. GRANT SUPPORT

LONDON N WEST

Manufacturers Original Spares

For Amstrad, Atari, Commodore and Sinclair computers.

Many TV, VCR & Audio Parts also available – Send S.A.E., or Phone 4443 356683 for a Price and Availability of your requirements.

Atari: YM2149F Sound Chip (ST) £10.02

Commodore: VIC-20, 64K Chip (C64) £5.24

Sinclair: ZX Spectrum 128K Chip (OZ) £16.70

Memorables: QL £75 Spec. 46K £45 + £275 - £7.30

Amstrad: Original Service Manual (CPC464 + Solutions) £4.49

825: Original Service Manual (CPW5050/5052) £13.09

Chips: PE5021/21 SHEET (1479/15/17) £7.94

Barkley Plater VCR Bela RY 35205/3552 £13.89

Sanyo/Fisher VCR Belt Kit VTC6500/VBS3500 £6.25

Original Service Manual (CPC464 + Solutions) £13.09

For Amstrad, Atari, Commodore and Sinclair computers.

AMPLIFIERS

A range of 300 watt self assembly amplifiers for sale
£45.00 each + £2.50 P&P

Also: Range of speaker drive units and other amplifiers

Call: Andy on (0273) 681257
Classifieds

**SURVEILLANCE**

Suma Designs sell top quality surveillance equipment. See our display ad in this issue.

**Components**

Classifieds can be a TIGHT SQUEEZE

Give your ad room to breathe in our DISPLAY PAGES

Contact Daiv Bonner on 081-743 8888

Large selection of interesting components at very competitive prices. Large S.A.E. for lists to AGS Electronics, Unit 2, Haxter Close, Belver Ind. Estate, Plymouth, Devon PL6 7DD. Tel: 0752-767738.

SURPLUS/REDUNDANT ELECTRONICS

COMPONENTS WANTED

ICs - Transistors - Valves - Diodes etc - any quantity considered - immediate payment.

ADM ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES

Tel 0827 873311
Fax: 0827 874835

**Miscellaneous**

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER

Hi-Lo ALL-03 £295
Take advantage of Asian low labour cost!
- Texas Instruments approved. Good quality.
- PC based, programs stored into 5 diskettes.
- Programmed for 8051, 8031, 2764, 2732 etc.
- Adaptors for PICL devices are available.
- 1 year guarantee. Money back if not satisfied.
- Price includes postage but not VAT.

Write for free catalogue and price list.
Active Action Industrial Ltd
Rm120, B. Wing, Tuck Comli Ch.
177-183 Wing Lok Street
Hong Kong

SOLVE CROSSWORD PUZZLES BY COMPUTER X-SOLVE

Have 3 letters of a 15 letter word?
Anagram with a 3 word solution?
Then X-SOLVE will answer.
This CIO package for your IBM PC or compat. has 41,000+ solutions that have appeared before in crosswords and magazines as you see them.
Try it in FREE Details: X-SOLVE, PO Box 16, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 5JG.
Tel: 0727-835703 6am-11.30pm

CATALOGUE £1.00 + 25p&P

Resistor Pack 85 different E12 values + zero ohm link total content.
102ohm @ £0.95
LEDs from 0.1m to 5w equivalent for each Yellow 1p each.
Cable ties 1p each £5.95/1,000 £49.50 per 10,000
LEDs 3mm or 5mm red/green
Resistor Pack 85 different E12 values + zero ohm link total content.
Qwerty keyboard with serial output, no data.
16 digit 7x5 dots dot matrix LCD display.
Circuit etc. for above £0.50.

controls and tuning scale Brand new in maker's carton .£6.95, faulty £3.50
Stereo LW/MW/FM Tuner pre-amp assembly complete with volume/tone.
74LS05 hex invertor £10.00 per 100, used 8748 Microcontroller...£3.50
BS250 P channel MOSFET £0.45, BC559 transistor
LM2931AT5.0 Low drop out 5V regulator T0220 package.
8700uf 10V £1.95, 68000uf I5V £2.95, 10000uf 16V £5.00

6x12 inches £5.37
4x8 inches £2.40
£2.68
£0.95 £1.07

£8.95
£2.40
£0.95 £1.07

Access/Visa orders (0246) 211202. Callers welcome

Details: X-SOLVE, PO Box 16, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 5JG.

Turn your surplus into cash, immediate settlement. We welcome the opportunity to quote for complete factory clearance.
Contact: COLES HARDING & CO., 103 South Brim, Wiston, Cambs. ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188 - Fax: 0945 588644

Recycle your old projects and generate useful cash from spare components

**Surplus**

**AMATEUR RADIO TODAY**

Broaden your horizons.
Subscribe to the world's leading Radio Ham magazine. European rates for surface and air mail available on request from: 73 Amateur Radio Today PO Box 50330 Boulder CO. 80321-0330 USA

Kits, Plans, Assembled Units, Surveillance Microtransmitters, Phone Recording Switches, Trackers, Defence /Protection Circuits, Plus much more. Send 2 x 22p stamps for lists, or tel. 05436 7647 24hrs. Everything for the budding 007. ACE(PE). 53 Woodland Way, Burntwood, Staffs. WS7 8UJ.

Surveillance devices, lasers, Tesla coils, scramblers, ultrasonic and many more, over 150 designs. Send SAE to: Plancentre, Old Wharf, Dynock Road, Ledbury HR8 2HS for free list.

SPY BOOKS - Interested in espionage, counter-surveillance, personal freedom or investigation? Do you seek information that some people feel should remain secret or unpublished? Send large S.A.E PO BOX 2072, London NW10 0NZ

New VHF MICROTRANSIT KIT, tuneable 80-135 MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £5.95, assembled and ready to use £9.95 post free. Access orders telephone 021 411 1821. Cheques/ P.O.'s to: Quantel Electronics Ltd, (Dept P.E.), 45a Station Road, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 3TE.

73 November 1991 Practical Electronics
Modernising your workshop?
Sell your old equipment through PE Classifieds pages.

Technical manuals for 3.5" disk drives. Both DD/HD types. Includes connector details, internal links, DIP switch settings, interface circuits etc. For Chinnor, Teac, Mitsubishi, Citizen and Sony drives. £5.00 each. Phone 0493 441394 evenings

FOR SALE
Practical Electronics in Binders volumes one (1965) to ten (1974) and later loose copies. Offers for lot (0905) 54318.

Precision made parts in metal, plastic or wood to your patterns or sketches. Newbound Engineering 08053 422

Oscilloscope 20MHz digital storage Hameg (HM205-3) cost £670 sell £470. Dual PSV 30V/3 amps cost £150 sell £100. Circuit TM175 DVM cost £60 sell £40. Or £550 the lot. All boxed and as new. Carnoustie 0241 55638

150MHz 5 channel oscilloscope, Kikusui, immaculate condition, cost over £1500 sell £550. Also PC schematic CAD and PCB design software, cost £114 sell for £35 digital simulator software cost £230 sell for £50. Phone 031 553 6527

WANTED: By disabled person, a book called Build You Own Working Robot The Second Generation by David L. Heisman. Contact Stuart (051) 608 2258 after 5pm

Satellite Amstrad SRX100 1200 DIY upgrade kits. 16 to 48 channel. £29.95. Includes overlays, telephone, TSS. 0952 582731

SPACEWATCHERS
European AstroFest 92
Europe's largest astronomical show and lecture programme
14th to 15th February 1992
Kensington Town Hall
London W8

Full details and booking form from:
AstroFest 1992 Tickets
Intra House
193 Uxbridge Road
London W12 9RA

WRITE TO:
Missing that vital Practical Electronics back issue? Don't despair!
Reprints of articles and software listings are available for £2 from the editorial address. We cannot accept credit card orders below £5 value.

CLASSIFIED COUPON
£3.36
£5.04
£6.72
£8.40
£10.08
£11.76

Rates are 20p per word plus 4p VAT (lineage, for semi-display advertisements contact our Ad. Dept.). All classified advertisements must be pre-paid. Please send your copy with the remittance (payable to Intra Press or payments by Visa or Access accepted) to: Practical Electronics Classified Dept., Intra House, 193 Uxbridge Road, London W12 9RA. Tel: 081–743 8888, Fax: 081–743 3062
Techniques

This month Andrew Armstrong scrutinises light activated switches.

Dr Clark of Plymouth writes to ask whether PE has recently published a design for a light activated switch, to switch on a lamp at dusk and switch it off at dawn.

No, we have not published such a design recently, so here are a couple of circuits which should be suitable.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is the simplest approach to this problem. A photo conductive cell is used to short out the gate drive to a triac when the cell is illuminated. Because the resistance of the cell, an ORP12, varies with illumination rather than changing abruptly at a particular light level, the lamp will fade in and out rather than switching abruptly.

The choice of component values in this circuit is dictated by the maximum rated dissipation of the ORP12. This photo conductive cell is rated at 250mW maximum dissipation so R1 is chosen to provide the maximum triggering current consistent with not exceeding the maximum dissipation of the ORP12.

Diacs generally trigger at approximately 30V and that the maximum dissipation in the ORP12 occurs at a voltage just below that which will cause the diac to trigger. R2 and C1 present a short time constant and cause minimal attenuation of the 50Hz waveform so that the voltage on the ORP12 to cause triggering is only just over 30V peak. Assuming that the mains is an exact 240V sinewave, and that the diac triggers at exactly 30V, the voltage across the ORP12 at the trigger point will be 31.4V peak. This corresponds with 22.019V RMS, and occurs when the resistance of the ORP12 is 3.33k. At voltages in excess of 22V RMS, the diac will fire at some stage during the cycle, which will remove the triggering current from R1 and hence reduce the dissipation of the ORP12.

To calculate the dissipation in the ORP12, we need to know its resistance at the point at which the maximum AC voltage is applied to it. We then use the formula V^2/R. Taking the values given above, the maximum dissipation in the ORP12 (which only occurs at one specific light level) is 145mW. This is safely below the maximum rated dissipation of 250mW.

In order to make sure that a sufficient trigger pulse is applied to the triac, C1 is chosen to be as high a value as possible consistent with the requirements above. Clearly, if it has too high a value, the time constant of R2 and C1 will be long enough to delay the triac triggering at maximum brightness. As a further measure to ensure proper triggering, a triac with a guaranteed 5mA gate trigger current and a low holding current is chosen. This particular triac is almost uniquely suitable for the job and, because it is rated at 4A RMS, it could switch a lamp load of almost a kilowatt.

A snubber network is provided to protect the triac from the effects of mains spikes and because the controller will pass through a phase controlled region, a filter choke and a class x capacitor are provided to prevent interference from being radiated into the mains. The choke should be made by winding 50 turns of 0.8 mm diameter wire on an iron dust core type T94-40 (available from Cirkit). The necessity to filter the output detracts from what would be a very simple circuit, making it worthwhile to consider the design shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. A simple approach.
Zero Level Triggering

In this design, a -12V power supply is generated by means of a mains dropper resistor and a high-voltage diode. The triac is triggered by pulses from this negative power supply. A negative supply is used because most triacs trigger better with negative gate drive than with positive drive. Some types of triac are not specified to trigger at all if the gate drive is positive and the voltage on MT2 is negative. The TIC206D is rated to trigger with 5mA of gate drive in quadrants 1 to 3, while in quadrant 4 (positive gate drive, negative voltage on MT2) it needs 10mA.

In the design shown in Fig.2, the power supply voltage is set by the 12V zener D1, and smoothed by C1. Clearly, there will be some ripple on this supply, but that does not matter in this application.

The DC current available for the power supply is not, as you might think, half the RMS current which would flow in R9 if D4 were not present. It is in fact Vpeak/π*R, for reasons which can only satisfactorily be explained by calculus – and which would be superfluous to the purposes of this article.

Taking into account that some current must flow in D1, 2mA is enough to power the active circuitry. The CMOS IC itself draws very little current, so 2mA is available to be shared between the current through the phototransistor, and triggering pulses for the triac.

IC1a and IC1b are used to generate a short trigger pulse at around the mains zero crossing. Assuming for the moment that the VPX25 is not illuminated: if the mains voltage is at 0V, then the output of IC1a is at logic 1, and therefore both inputs of IC1b are at logic 1, which switches the output of IC1b to logic 0. IC1c is connected as an inverter, so its output goes to logic 1. Because Q1 is not illuminated, both inputs of IC1d are at logic 1, so the output of IC1d is at logic 0. This switches on Q2, which switches on Q3, which triggers the triac T1.

During positive mains half cycles, while the voltage is high enough to bias pin 2 of IC1a to above its switching threshold, the output of IC1a goes to logic 0, which propagates through to provide logic 0 on the output of IC1c. This forces the output of IC1d to logic 1, which switches off the triggering current to T1. During negative half cycles, while there is enough voltage to pull pin 6 of IC1b below the switching threshold, the output of IC1b goes to logic 1, which propagates through to switch off the trigger current as above.

So long as the voltage of pin 12 of IC1d remains above the switching threshold, trigger pulses will be generated around the mains zero crossings. A trigger current of approximately 11mA flows. This is more than enough to trigger a triac, so the triggering is clean. The duration of the triggering pulses is short enough to draw less than 0.5mA average from the power supply. It is this technique of circuitry which keeps the dissipation in R9 to acceptable levels (approximately 600mW).

Two resistors are used in series to supply signal to the CMOS gates so that the breakdown of one resistor alone would not destroy the circuitry. While one resistor would normally be sufficient, the level of mains spike generated by a fluorescent light switching on or off can be sufficient to cause a normal spiral cut film resistor to break down across the turns.

If Q1 is illuminated sufficiently to pull the voltage in pin 12 of IC1d below the switching threshold, then the output is forced to logic 1 and trigger pulses are no longer generated, so the lamp remains off.

Whichever circuit is used, the photodetector must be mounted in such a way that it does not receive enough illumination from the lamp which the circuit controls to switch off the lamp. It is normally sufficient to use a small piece of opaque plastic to shield the photodetector from the lamp while allowing daylight to fall upon it.
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Looking back over the past 25 years, PE has made some very accurate predictions.

November 1966
In his editorial this month 25 years ago, the editor explained that without Avionics, modern airliners would be virtually impossible. At this time, all-weather landing systems were not common and, prophetically, he looked forward to the time when they would be. Looking further ahead, the editorial went on to say that the only solution to safe supersonic transport would be to relinquish control to the “free electron”. Before the introduction of microprocessor systems and the difficulties involved in proving them to be fault free, this must have seemed an attractive idea. However, as the Shuttle and Airbus have proved, life is never that simple.

1976
The Semiconductor Update section in this issue featured the SC/MP from National Semiconductor. As the author predicted, this device was set to take the constructor market by storm. SC/MP stands for Simple Cost-effective Micro -Processor. It had 46 instructions with an 8-bit bus and was available in a number of kits enabling people to get to grips with the coming revolution in electronics. The SC/MP or Scamp as it was known has now faded into the mists of time. However, it should be remembered as the chip which fired the imagination of thousands of enthusiasts.

1981
Not all predictions come true, usually because they are based on false assumptions. The Robots feature in this issue made it clear that automation could be used to replace a lot of jobs in manufacturing industries. While true to some extent, there has never been a wholesale move towards robotics, probably because they have, so far, been unable to replace the incredible flexibility and adaptiveness that is innate in a human being. One day, perhaps, we will all be able to put our feet up and leave everything to our mechanical servants – on the other hand, will we want to?

1986
The final prediction in this column comes from BT who, in 1986, said that it would have replace half of its old electromechanical exchanges for new digital ones by the end of the decade. This actually happened on 20th June 1991 when it converted its 3319th exchange. If it carries on at the same rate, it will have finished the lot by about the year 2000, a year full of celebrations.
The Universe comes to London

A Two Day Conference and Exhibition

Speakers Include:

Doctor Patrick Moore,
CBE, Editor-in-Chief, Astronomy Now

Professor Arnold Wolfendale,
Astronomer Royal

Professor Sir Bernard Lovell,
Jodrell Bank, University of Manchester

Professor Malcolm Longair,
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University

Professor Peter Willmore,
Department of Space Sciences, Birmingham University

Professor Tony McDonnell,
Head of Unit for Space Sciences, University of Kent at Canterbury

Professor Andrew Lyne,
University of Manchester

Doctor Heather Couper

Leif Robinson,
Editor, Sky & Telescope

Doctor John Mason,
Deputy Editor, Astronomy Now

The Venue:
Royal Borough of Kensington Town Hall
Horton Street, London W8 7NX ENGLAND
Friday 14th - Saturday 15th February 1992

For details of how to exhibit contact the organisers:
Peter Hall & Associates Limited
Suite 75, 49 Hallam Street, London, W1N 5LN ENGLAND
Telephone: 071-580 2104
Fax: 071-323 3891

Sponsored by:
Astronomy Now
Barry Fox takes a good look at the variety of three dimensional television systems and, after examining all the angles, is not terribly impressed.

Over the years I have grown weary of 3D TV and video systems.

In Japan, Toshiba sells a 3D VHS camcorder and playback system. This works like the 3D variant of JVC's now defunct VHD video disc system. It displays left and right images alternately to the left and right eyes. The viewer wears electronically switched LCD shutter spectacles. The result is depth but nasty flicker. It would be even worse in Europe where the display frame rate is less, 25 Hz for PAL instead of 30 Hz for NTSC.

Anaglyph systems separate the left and right images by displaying them in different colours. The viewer wears differently coloured spectacles and sees depth in tinged monochrome or oddly balanced colour.

Colour fringe systems, like Aspex, Vivitar's Q-DOS, and the system used by the Sun newspaper recently for Page 3 models, add colour to the edges of moving or out-of-focus objects. Again the viewer wears coloured spectacles. There is less depth but the fringing is less offensive to people without spectacles.

Polarizing systems, with two superimposed pictures viewed through polarizing sunglasses, give colour and depth, but dimmer images because half the light is lost.

The much hyped Deep Vision claimed 3D without spectacles. Grand talk about decoders disguised nothing more exotic than a vertical strip pattern over a TV screen which was supposed to give 3D to viewers without spectacles. In reality it gave a blurred picture with very little depth. Deep Vision seems mercifully to have disappeared without trace – despite talk of being "in the shops by (last) Christmas".

Anyone in Europe with a satellite dish pointed at the Astra satellite can tune into German channel RTL-Plus and watch the first European demonstrations of another 3D TV system called Nuoptix.

Nuoptix relies on the Pulfrich effect, many times re-discovered over the years. The Pulfrich effect is the optical equivalent of artificial stereo. If the same sound is heard by both ears but the sound to one ear is artificially delayed, the brain is fooled into perceiving a spread of sound instead of a point source. If the same image is seen by both eyes, but the image available to one eye is artificially dimmed, the brain takes longer to process it. If the image is moving, the brain registers different perspectives for each eye and is fooled into perceiving depth.

Recently John Christian, who works for telecommunications giant GPT, won a £3,000 pounds prize in the BP/Nat West new technology awards for yet another 3D system.
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Order your copy of the New MAPLIN Catalogue on sale NOW!

Pick up a copy from our WHSMITH or local Maplin for £2.75 or post this coupon now to receive your catalogue free. U.K. send £2.45 or Eire £2.75.

Over 600 product packed pages with more than 600 brand new products.

On sale now, only £2.75

Available from all branches of WHSMITH and Maplin shops nationwide. Hundreds of new products at super low prices!